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Quality Over Quantity
We stress quality production skills in
Videomaker. From mobile phones
and video-capable tablets, to pocket
camcorders capable of streaming
video direct to the Web, to home
movie archival footage converted for
editing to video, focus has also been
on the production planning necessary
to ensure better quality content. Focus
on preparations using storyboards,
writing production scripts, developing shot sheets, determining budgets
and more to keep better control over a
production.
All beg the question: Quality over
quantity? We video enthusiasts ask
ourselves, is one level of production
better than another? As is often the
case, the answer is: it depends. Purists might argue that only time and
sufficient attention to detail, color,
quality, story, editing and production
techniques will create a video worth
producing, worth sharing. Others
might point out that there’s a law of
diminishing return, especially if the
producer has hopes of creating video
for profit. They would say that at some
point a business-minded individual has
to focus on the bottom line rather than
the artistic outcome.
Both might stand correct in their
arguments. But what about the value
placed on home video produced by
proud moms and dads, grandmothers
and grandfathers, friends and others?
Some in this arena might contend that
having as much footage as possible,
regardless of the overall quality of the
raw content or the final results from
editing is more important.
One might say that the days of early
childhood, waiting patiently for that
first step, first word, first experience,
is priceless and shaky or not, it’s the
moment that creates quality, not the
technical expertise. Again, all would
be correct from their position on the
subject. Depending on our personal or
professional perspective of the matter,
quality counts but perhaps not to the
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exclusion of shooting any video at all.
The video community strives to
achieve a higher level of production
quality while often shooting hours of
footage. We all, to a greater or lesser
extent, are reluctant to discard the
unused stuff. Remember the stories
about film footage left on the cutting
room floor only to show up later in
a director’s cut? Even the practical producers, editors and video enthusiasts
shudder at destroying footage. Video
is important to us all. Period. How we
perceive our personal position in the
scheme of things is what will determine the results of what we shoot,
what we edit and what we value.
Even that camera phone footage
holds great sentimental value if it is
the only existing representation of a
special personal moment or event,
or a particularly provocative moment
in time that one day might become
historically significant. The reality is,
all video is important to those creating, capturing or sharing it. Perfection
being a goal rather than a destination,
for the thousands who love video production it will always be quantity but
give them all the quality you can.

Matthew York is Videomaker's Publisher/Editor.
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GoPro HERO3: Black Edition

GoPro HERO3:
Black Edition
Action Camera

TECH SPECS

No Sidekick Necessary
b y S t e p h e n D i az

F

rom base jumping off a mile-high
cliff to home movies of your messy
two-year-old, there’s a feature of
the GoPro HERO3: Black Edition for
everyone. Affordable and amazingly
compact, this camera can go with you
anywhere and mount easily in a variety of ways. Compared to the White
and Silver HERO3 editions released
in October 2012, the Black Edition is
the top performer, and a giant step up
from the HD HERO2 model.
Designed for professional use,
yet with the beginner videographer
in mind, this little device is easily learned, quickly mastered and
ready for a multitude of applications. Whether it is your first camera,
your second or just another addition

GoPro
www.gopro.com
STRENGTHS

• Significantly smaller than
previous models.
• Variety of video and photo modes
• Low price
WEAKNESSES

contents
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• Moderate learning curve
• battery life is short
• Fewer accessories than previous
models.

$400

print
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View video footage of the Go Pro HERO3 here:
www.videomaker.com/goprohero

to your arsenal of equipment, the
HERO3: Black Edition will fit well in
anybody’s gear bag … or pocket.

Good First Impression
The HERO3: Black Edition comes in
classic rectangular GoPro packaging. A
cube of hard, see-through plastic surrounds the camera, boldly showing off
its small design, futuristic flat lens and
included Wi-Fi Remote. Neatly tucked
underneath are the components: a
small 1050mAh rechargeable lithiumion battery and various adhesive
mounts to stick the camera in creative
places. Right off the bat, this camera
feels different.
Being a long-time user of the previous GoPro models, this camera feels
familiar on the outside but there are
significant improvements to the brains
of this brand new Black Edition.
On the outside of the casing, all the
mounts are the same, which is great
news for HD HERO or HD HERO2
owners who have extra accessories
lying around. The backdoor to the
waterproof case fits on the same way
as all GoPro models. Additionally, the
HERO3 is mounted in the same alignand-tighten fashion as previous versions, which is good news that most
older accessories are compatible. The
LCD BacPac and Battery BacPac from
HERO2 even work as well.
V IDEOMAKER >>> FEBRUARY 2013

Slight differences in the waterproof
housing of the 197-foot depth rated
GoPro HERO3 include the new flat
lens that helps underwater shots stay
in focus. Plus, the top of the case
sports a newly designed safety slider
lock to prevent the accidental release
and opening of the case underwater.
GoPro also added an exclusive Wi-Fi
button on the side of the HERO3 to
shortcut access to Wi-Fi settings.
The Wi-Fi enabled camera can be
controlled by the included remote or
even by a smartphone or tablet. GoPro
claims the application will be available for the HERO3 White and Silver
Editions in November and the Black
Edition in December 2012.

How does it perform?
An immense amount of hype is circulating about the HERO3: Black Edition
and its assorted capabilities. Luckily,
we’ve put it to the test to give it to
you straight. The biggest wow factor
for most video-minded people is the
4k resolution of this tiny camera. The
4k frame size is almost four times
the size of normal high definition
1920x1080 pixels. The GoPro HERO3:
Black Edition has two 4k modes that
have slightly varied aspect ratios
and frame rates. However, here’s
the catch: the HERO3: Black Edition
can only record 4k at 15 frames per

Format: H.264, .mp4
Video Effective Pixels (k): 12MP
Focus: Auto
Frame Rate: 12-120fps
Maximum Frame Rates: 120fps @
720p, 240fps @ 480p WVGA
Minimum Frame Rate: 12fps (not
including photo burst modes)
Lens: f/2.8 6-element aspherical glass
Program Exposure Modes: Auto
Optical Zoom: No
Focal Length: Fixed
Image Stabilization: No
Manual White Balance: Yes
Display: GoPro App via smart device,
iPad or LCD Touch BacPac ($80)
Progressive Scan: Yes
second (fps) and 4k Cin at 12fps,
which is only really useful for static
non-moving shots. The human eye
can process 10 to 12 separate images
per second, so a frame rate of 12 or
15 is only slightly above that, making
the video look a bit choppy if used on
a subject or scene with a lot of motion. On the plus side, the 4k frame
size is so large you can pull usable
screenshots from the footage to use
as stand-alone photos.
If you’re still looking for better
quality than 1080p, the HERO3: Black
Edition offers two resolutions that are
still almost double the size. Setting
the camera to 2.7k, you can shoot in
24fps or 30fps, which are the standard frame rates for film and television. The standard 24fps and 30fps
are available at the lower resolutions
Wi-Fi Remote

Resolutions: 840x480, 1280x960,
2716x1440, 2716x1524, 4096x2160,
3840x2160, 1920x1440, 1280x720,
1920x1080
Video Out: Micro HDMI
Stereo Recording: Stereo on camera mic
Microphone In: 1/8" (3.5mm) stereo mic
adapter (sold separately), Mono, 48kHz,
AAC compression w/AGC
VU Meters: No
Manual Audio Level Controls: No
Headphone Jack: No
Speaker: No
Media: microSD class 10 or higher
required, up to 64GB capacity supported.
Flash: No
Wireless Remote: Yes
in addition to some fancy high frame
rates. For mountain biking and other
shots where a 4:3 aspect ratio is suitable the 48fps at 1440p feature is great
to get more of a squared frame. In the
widescreen modes, the HERO3: Black
Edition shoots 60fps at 1080p full HD.
The most striking high definition frame
rate is in the 720p mode. The HERO3:
Black Edition can capture rates as great
as 120 frames per second! GoPro CineForm Studio, a free editing software
from GoPro, can be used to conform
the 120fps to 24fps, showing off real
speed moments slowed down five
times. After testing the 120fps feature
out at a skatepark, we were quite impressed by the mesmerizing fluidity of
the normally fast action playing back
in breathtaking slow-motion.
With the HERO3: Black Edition,
you’re not just getting an action video
camera, but a great option for capturing stills as well. You’ll never miss a
shot with a wide selection of timelapse settings and the speedy 12MP
photo bursts with as many as 30 photos a second. Pair the immense video
and photo potential of the HERO3:
Black Edition with the integrated WiVI D EO MA K ER >>> FEBRUA RY 20 13

External Battery Charger Provided: No
Battery Type: 1050mAh rechargeable
lithium-ion
Onboard Video Light: No
Accessory Shoe: No
Field of View: Narrow (90°), Medium
(127°), and Ultra Wide (170°)
PHOTO MODES
Still Resolutions: 12MP, 7MP, 5MP
Burst: 30 photos per second
Continuous Photo: 3, 5, 10 photos per
second
Time-lapse: 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 30, 60
second intervals
Simultaneous Photo + Video:
12MP + 1440p 24 fps, 8MP + 1080p 30
fps 8, 8MP + 720p 60 fps
Fi and waterproof remote and capture
all the action, even when you are the
subject in front of the camera!
The camera can be controlled completely by the wireless and waterproof
keychain remote. Remember to turn
the Wi-Fi off when not in use or the
battery will drain quickly. Mounting
the camera in wild places such as on
top of a 30-foot pole, or shooting from
the bottom of the swimming pool is a
cinch with the Wi-Fi Remote. Not only
can you see what you’re recording on
your smartphone or tablet, you can also
change recording modes and take video
or photo bursts with just the touch of
the button from as far as 600 feet away.
Capable of controlling up to 50 other
GoPro cameras at once, the possibilities
with the Wi-Fi Remote are endless.

What You May Not Have Heard
High resolutions and frame rates are
impressive, but where the HERO3:
Black Edition really shines is in the
less discussed subtle improvements
from previous models. After testing this camera side by side with the
HD HERO2, it is apparent that three
major features have been significantly

contents
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GoPro HERO3: Black Edition

HERO3: Black Edition without housing
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improved: the in-camera audio, the
low light capabilities, and the internal
menu usability.
Reviewing the footage from after
the comparison test, we immediately
noticed the audio differences between
the two cameras. Even without the
housing, the HD HERO2 sounded
tinny and faint, but the HERO3: Black
Edition sounded surprisingly clear,
somewhat usable and comparable to
the on-camera audio of a DSLR. Adding the waterproof housings muffles
the mics on both cameras a bit more.
An optional 1/8-inch (3.5mm) stereo
mic adapter can be purchased separately for the HERO3: Black Edition to
utilize a superior quality mic. Included
with the HERO3: Black Edition is a
non-waterproof backdoor with openings for improved audio while using
the camera in less than 100 miles
per hour winds. GoPro additionally
improved the wind noise reduction
algorithm, which translates to less
audio distortion when traveling at high
speeds or on a windy day.
Next, we tested the low light performance. Walking down into a dark
basement armed with the HERO3:
Black Edition and an older Hero2,
a dimmable LED light helped us
compare the low light performance
of both cameras. The HERO3: Black
Edition was noticeably better when it
came to the extremely dark environment. The footage from both cameras

6

was full of video noise, but
what was fascinating was the
amount of dynamic range
in the HERO3: Black Edition
footage. Compared to the
HD HERO2, which tends to
overexpose highlights and
completely lose the dark areas,
the dynamic range of the
HERO3: Black Edition footage allows for those areas to
be recovered. The HERO3:
Black Edition picks up more
light overall; yet, being careful
not to blowout the highlights
or completely silhouette the
blacks. This means not only
will the camera perform better
in indoor and nighttime situations, it
will also be superior when shooting
directly into the sun.
Lastly, the most overlooked feature
that has been improved in the HERO3
is the menu. Navigating a camera
with only two buttons is not easy, yet
somehow GoPro continues to improve
it with every new release. The manual
for the HERO3 is not included in the
package so a lot of users do not take
the time to go online to read it. After
reading through the entire manual, we
found a subtle but handy feature that
Flat lens housing

makes navigating the menu notably
efficient. In order to exit the settings
menu on the HD HERO2 you had to
repeatedly click the Mode button until
you found “EXIT.” Heaven forbid you
missed it, and you’d have to cycle
through all the options hoping you
would not skip it again. While under
the hurried pressure of some shooting
situations, this feature on HD HERO2
was really frustrating and difficult to
accomplish. Now, with the improved
HERO3, the settings menu allows the
user to hold the record button and
swiftly jump out of the menu and
back to camera mode, ready to go.

Overall Awesomeness
It’s a camera like the HERO3 that excites our passion for creating videos.
It’s a camera that pushes the boundaries of technology, offers a variety of
useful features, and helps us make our
films more creative by being portable
and able to mount essentially anywhere. This tiny HERO3: Black Edition
may not shoot footage like a cinema
camera, it may not take photos like a
DLSR, and it may not have all the bells
and whistles of a full-sized camcorder,
but it doesn’t need to. The GoPro
HERO3: Black Edition is in a class
of it’s own, pulling features from all
shapes and sizes of cameras and packing it into less than two cubic inches.
Adding durability and waterproofing
to the mix, plus hundreds of accessory combinations, the HERO3: Black
Edition is an adventure that every
video enthusiast should explore.
SUMMARY

The tiny GoPro HERO3 packs a
compelling punch for beginners to
professionals, one that is currently
unrivaled at its price point by any
other action camera.
Stephen Diaz is an independent filmmaker and
professional blogger.
For comments, email: editor@videomaker.com,
use article #15904 in the subject line. You can
comment and rate this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/article/15904
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The World’s first Thunderbolt™ based capture and
playback for SD/HD-SDI, HDMI and analog video!
Built on revolutionary Thunderbolt™ technology, UltraStudio 3D has a
blazingly fast 10 Gb/s connection that’s up to 20 times faster than USB 2.0!
Machined from a solid piece of aluminum, UltraStudio 3D is an attractive,
rugged device that’s packed with features previously only available with
a workstation. It’s perfect for those on the go as an extremely portable
companion to your camera, notebook and favorite editing software.
Connect to any Deck, Camera or Monitor
UltraStudio 3D features a huge range of video
and audio connections. Dual Link 3 Gb/s SDI,
HDMI, component analog, NTSC, PAL and
s-video for capture and playback in SD, HD or 2K.
Also included is 2 ch XLR AES/EBU audio and 2 ch balanced XLR analog
audio. Connect to HDCAM SR, HDCAM, Digital Betacam, Betacam SP,
HDV cameras, big-screen TVs and more. UltraStudio 3D even supports
two streams of full resolution video up to 1080p HD for new stereoscopic
3D workflows!

Advanced 3 Gb/s SDI Technology
With exciting new 3 Gb/s SDI connections, UltraStudio
3D allows twice the SDI data rate of normal HD-SDI,
while also connecting to all your HD-SDI and SD-SDI
equipment. Use 3 Gb/s SDI for 2K and edit your latest
feature film using real time 2048 x 1556 2K resolution capture and playback!
More Third Party Software Compatibility
UltraStudio 3D works with the software you love
to use! Use QuickTime™ software, or the world’s most
popular editing software such as Final Cut Pro™ and
Premiere Pro™! You also get Photoshop™ plug-ins to
grab and output frames, plus real time preview in
After Effects™ and Nuke™. No other editing solution supports more software
on Mac OS X, so now you have the freedom to build your studio your
own way!

Hardware Down Conversion
If you’ve ever wanted to monitor in both HD and
SD while you work, then you’ll love the built in
high quality down converter. Use the Dual Link
SDI outputs as a simultaneous HD and SD output,
or you can switch back to Dual Link 4:4:4 when working in the highest quality
RGB workflows. Select between letterbox, anamorphic 16:9 and even center
cut 4:3 down conversion styles!

UltraStudio 3D

995

$

contents
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Learn more today at www.blackmagicdesign.com/UltraStudio3D
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Tiffen Steadicam Smoothee

Tiffen Steadicam
Smoothee Camera
Support

Tilt dials

Hollywood Videos at Home
b y Br ia n T eal

Step Up to the Setup
At first sight, the Steadicam Smoothee
seems quite easy to set up for initial
use. Fully assembled in the box, the
Smoothee looks solid due to its durable
metal construction, solid plastic quickrelease mount, and ergonomic handgrip. The unique feature of this unit is

Tiffen
www.tiffen.com
STRENGTHS

• Easy setup
• Professional quality stabilization
• Lightweight construction
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WEAKNESSES

• Fairly bulky to keep as an everyday tool

$169 includes one mount –
additional mounts $25
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the gimbal that attaches the handle to
the unit itself. This joint is used to reduce the vibrations from activities such
as walking, following action shots, or
capturing wide pans; all while rivaling the professional camera stabilizers
used in Hollywood movies.
Set up was as easy as it looked.
Once the GoPro HERO mount was
attached to the camera, it quickly

SET UP IS SIMPLE, HOWEVER LEARNING TO USE
THE SMOOTHEE TAKES A
LITTLE PRACTICE.
clipped right into place. Large red
dials, with clear and understandable
labels, are used to balance the camera
after mounting. Turning the dials will
tilt the camera forward or back and
left or right. Once the camera is balanced, you are ready to shoot!

Professional Video for All
The way in which Tiffen describes the
Steadicam Smoothee, one might wonder if the claims of stable video really
live up to the hype. We went into this
review with quite a bit of doubt, now
we can tell you now how impressed
we truly are.
V IDEOMAKER >>> FEBRUARY 2013

Camera not included

T

oday’s hands-free, wearable,
mountable HD cameras produce
near-professional video. However the
use of these cameras still revolves
around movement, and shooting
professional quality videos just cannot
happen without a little help in the stabilization department. Enter the Steadicam Smoothee from Tiffen, which we
tested using a GoPro action camera.

were produced into a professionallooking video worthy of comparing to
high-quality professional video. Our
shots nearly produced a “floating”
feeling even if we were standing still,
walking or slowly jogging, all while following a moving target.

follow the action. You'll know once
you try each method.

Conclusion
Smooth videos, professional-like stabilization, at a size and price the amateur
video enthusiast will appreciate.

How do you like it …?

SUMMARY

Set up is simple, however learning to
use the Smoothee takes a little practice. Though the online instructions
make it fairly easy, you still need to
figure out which method works best
for you. Whether you operate with
two hands, one hand/one thumb, or
one hand/index finger/thumb, there is
a position that will work for you. We
found it easiest to use one hand/one
thumb to help guide the Smoothee to

Easy to use, excellent video stabilization, and quite affordable, an easy
upgrade to make your video something to remember.
Brian Teal is a photo and video enthusiast and extreme
mountain biker.
For comments, email: editor@videomaker.com,
use article #15896 in the subject line. You can
comment and rate this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/article/15896

During our tests, the GoPro HD
HERO was mounted to the Smoothee,
then the same shots were taken by
hand-holding the camera (while still
trying to be as smooth and fluid as possible). The eyes don’t lie. Placing the
videos side by side, the difference is
amazing. The Smoothee clearly works
as described. Shots in which we used
the Smoothee were not bouncy, did not
skip frames (a possible issue with the
HD HERO trying to keep video stable
from movement during the shots), and

TECH SPECS
Mount used in tests: GoPro HERO
Other Mounts: iPhone 3GS/4/4S, iPod
Touch, and Flip MinoHD
Dimensions (WxHxD): 8" x 14.5" x
2.5" in operating configuration
Weight: 2lb. (Shipping Weight: 3lb.)
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Samsung NX1000

Samsung
NX1000
Compact Camera

onboard speaker lies at the left side
of the camera, opposite two covered
ports for Micro-USB and Micro HDMI.
Unfortunately, there is no port for
headphone monitoring of recorded
audio. At the right rear of the camera

Well-Connected Creativity

A WHEEL AROUND THE
FOUR-WAY BUTTON MOVES
YOU THROUGH SCREENS .

b y Ma rk H ol der

A

noteworthy addition to the
highly competitive, entry-level,
compact camera market, the Samsung NX1000 brings some very desirable features to the table, including interchangeable lenses and Wi-Fi
connectivity.

Build ‘n Parts
Primarily of solid plastic construction,
the NX1000 is pleasing to the eye, with
its rounded edges and body choices
of either pink, black or white. Buttons

Samsung Electronics
www.samsung.com
STRENGTHS

• Large sensor
• Great images
• Interchangeable lenses
• Wi-Fi connectivity
• Easy navigation
WEAKNESSES
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• Lacks built-in headphone jack
• No built-in flash (though an external
flash is included)
• No EVF

$500
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and dials have no excessive play, feel
solid and are satisfactorily responsive. The compact camera measures
slightly smaller than a 3x5-inch card
in length and width and fits nicely in
the hand, with the fingers wrapping
around the bulge on the camera’s
front right side, providing a firm grip.
Sharing the front is the lens release
button and Samsung NX mount, to

SLIGHTLY SMALLER THAN A
3X5-INCH CARD IN LENGTH
AND WIDTH.
which we fit the included 20-50mm,
f/3.5-5.6 kit lens with i-Function. Press
the iFn button on the side of the lens,
while you're in lens priority mode and
the user can quickly adjust a number
of settings using the focus ring.
At the bottom of the NX1000 is a
standard tripod mount and compartment containing the rechargeable
battery and SD/SDHC/SDXC media
card slot. The top of the unit features
a built-in microphone and a hot shoe
for mounting various accessories
such as the included external flash or
optional external mic. An integrated
V IDEOMAKER >>> FEBRUARY 2013

power switch and shutter button, as
well as the Smart Link button (for
starting desired Wi-Fi functions) share
the top portion of the NX1000. At the
far right is a mode dial for selecting
among the available modes, which
are: SMART, Program, Aperture Priority, Shutter Priority, Manual, Lens Priority, Magic, Scene, Movie and Wi-Fi.
A 3-inch non-articulating TFT LCD
screen dominates the rear of the camera. With a screen resolution of 921k
dots, images are bright and crisp. The
Right side mode dial and ports

is the video recording button and
Smart dial, flanked by four additional
buttons: menu, function, playback
and delete.
The Smart dial consists of a fourway navigation button to choose
display options, adjust exposure values, change drive options and select
the appropriate focus mode. A wheel
around the four-way button moves

you through screens
and options and
the OK button at
the center is used to
enter selections.

Performance
Featuring a 20.3MP
APS-C CMOS sensor, the NX1000
produces impressive results for an
entry-level camera. Video is recorded
at resolutions up to 1080p full HD,
with excellent results. Tests netted
good color reproduction, crisp details
and little noise. Audio with the given
mic is adequate, not spectacular.
Improved audio may be had for an
additional $130 with the optional
NX mic. A cable-free attachment, it
attaches directly to the camera’s hot
shoe and has a headphone port on
the side for live monitoring. It also
features a Zoom/Wide switch on top
for effectively altering the scope of the
mic’s pickup pattern. While the LCD

TECH SPECS
Effective Pixel: 20.3MP
Image Sensor Type: CMOS
Lens Type: Samsung NX mount
Display: 3.0" TFT LCD
Resolution: VGA (640x480) - 921k dots
Wi-Fi: IEEE 802.11n support
Recording Time: 25 minutes
Optical Image Stabilization: OIS
Mode 1/Mode2/OFF
Shutter Speed: Auto: 1/4000 sec ~
30 sec; Manual 1/4000 sec ~ 30 sec
(1/3EV step)
ISO Equivalent: Auto, 100-12800 (1 or
1/3EV step)
Focusing: Single AF, Continuous AF, MF
White Balance: Auto, Daylight, Cloudy,
Fluorescent (W, N, D), Tungsten, Flash,
Custom, K(Manual)

Shooting Modes: SmartAuto (2.0),
Program, Aperture Priority, Shutter Priority,
Manual, Lens Priority, Magic, Scene, Movie,
Wi-Fi
Smart Filter (Movie): Vignetting,
Miniature, Fish-Eye, Sketch, De-fog, Halftone Dots, Soft Focus, Old Film1, Old Film2,
Negative
Smart Filter (Still Image): Miniature,
Soft Focus, Old Film1, Old Film2, Halftone
Dots, Sketch, Fish-Eye, De-fog
Negative Shooting Format: RAW (SRW)
Media: SD, SDHC, SDXC media card
Input/Outputs: USB 2.0; HDMI 1.4a:
(1080i, 720P, 576P / 480P)
Dimensions: 4.6" x 2.5" x 1.4"
Weight: 0.5lb. without battery and SD card
Power: Rechargeable battery BP1030
(1030mAh)
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is bright and clear, it washes out in
bright sunlight. Having an articulating
screen or electronic viewfinder (EVF)
option would be a big help in this
regard.
If sharing your images via Wi-Fi
appeals to you, then the NX1000
gives you a variety of means for doing
so. Switch the mode dial to Wi-Fi to
bring up options for copying photos
and videos from your camera to your
smartphone, to use your smartphone
as a remote monitor and control device, email your images, upload them
to sites such as Facebook and YouTube
and even store them on Microsoft’s
SkyDrive cloud service. You also have
options for wirelessly transferring
your photos and videos to a PC and
viewing them on other Wi-Fi connected devices.
With so many sharing options, the
Samsung NX1000 might easily become your go-to camera.
SUMMARY

If you’re looking to enter the videocapable still camera arena, want the
option of interchangeable lenses and
the instant share capability of Wi-Fi,
then you’ll want to give the Samsung
NX1000 your own test run.
Contributing Editor Mark Holder is a video producer and
trainer.
For comments, email: editor@videomaker.com,
use article #15847 in the subject line. You can
comment and rate this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/article/15847
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Sony Creative Software SpectraLayers Pro

Sony Creative
Software
SpectraLayers Pro
Audio Editing
Software

TECH SPECS

Platform: Windows 8/7/Vista, Mac OS X
10.6/10.7/10.8
• 2GB of free hard disk space (for
temporary files)
• 1280x720 display resolution

Noise Reduction Goes
Full Color
b y M a rk Speer

S

ony has long been synonymous
with quality audio and video products such as the compact disc (along
with Phillips) and others such as the
Walkman and PlayStation. In the

Sony Creative Software, Inc.
www.sonycreativesoftware.com
STRENGTHS

• Record directly in SpectraLayers Pro
• Able to use VST plug-ins.
• Innovative 3D view is a very effective
tool for separating elements!
• Comprehensive ability to manipulate
audio waveforms previously unavailable.
• Sets a new benchmark for noise
reduction applications.
WEAKNESSES
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• Learning curve may be awkward.
• Does not work and play well with all
video cards or CPUs.
• Essentially a stand-alone app - some
editing programs will import/export to
it, for others, you must create and
import stand-alone audio-only files.

$400
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professional world, their OXFORD line
of products are still in use and quite
remarkable.
SpectraLayers Pro does introduce
a few innovations, notably the use of
3D graphics and, true to it’s name, the
ability to layer sub elements within a
given waveform.
On the plus side, SpectraLayers Pro
that recognizes that noise sources
such as air conditioners, sirens, and
feedback also generate harmonics,
and it provides the tools to deal with
them.
While you can most assuredly perform noise reduction tasks with this
app as a beginner (watch the “howto” video), even a basic knowledge of
audio will help dramatically to make
sense out of all those squiggly little
lines and speed your learning curve.

First Look
SpectraLayers Pro at first look is deceptively plain. Simple tool bar, simple
panels for history, layers, etc. However,
that layers panel is the tip-off that this
is a different animal. If you’ve had an
occasion to use Adobe Photoshop,
this aspect may be familiar, and even
comforting. Much of the publicity
makes big claims about how you can
V IDEOMAKER >>> FEBRUARY 2013

edit audio like it was in Photoshop,
which is great if you are experienced
with Photoshop. However, this may
take some getting used to

Layout and Choices
Upon opening SpectraLayers Pro,
there is only one main screen: The top
of the screen has the usual toolbars:
File, Edit, View, etc. The File tab has
provisions for creating, opening and
saving a project, a button for recovering a session, and provisions for
importing and rendering layers, as
well as rendering the mix. The Edit tab
features Undo and Redo, Snap to grid,
Delete, Cut, Copy and Paste controls,
each represented by icons in the tool
bar, and provisions for inserting and
deleting time. There are options for
setting the selection, mouse cursor
and time cursor positions and resampling the whole project. The View
tab has provisions for choosing what
toolbars and panels are displayed, as
well as saving custom layouts. The
Advanced settings allow you to assign
paths for your sessions and logs, the
depth of the history, and the color of
your mix, layers and clipboard.
The Layer tab allows you to view
the properties of a given layer and du-

SUPPORTED FILE FORMATS
Read: AAC, AIFF, Apple Core Audio Format (.caf), Apple Lossless (.alac), FLAC,
MP3, RAW/PCM, Real Media (.rm), Sun
(.au, .snd), Video (AVI, MXF, MP1, MP2,
MP4, MKV, Quicktime, .vob, .wmv), Ogg
Vorbis, Wave, WMA
Write: AAC - 256kbps, AIFF - 24-bit
PCM, .caf, .alac, FLAC, MP3 - 320kbps,
Wave - 24-bit, Wave - 32-bit, RAW/PCM
32-bit, Ogg Vorbis - 320kbps, WMA
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:
Microsoft Windows:
• Windows 8 32-bit/64-bit, Windows
Vista 32-bit/64-bit SP2 or Windows 7
32-bit/64-bit SP1

plicate or delete a layer. The Process
tab has provisions for generating a
specific frequency or white noise, as
well as a simple channel mixer and
ports to your regular audio editing
program and VST plug-ins, amongst
other things.
The Options tab lets you set the
time base, as well as display parameters for the timeline, it also utilizes
a zebra pattern for loudness, a level
multiplier to control the depth of the
3D display, and gamma to control
brightness of the timeline. Manipulating the controls gives you command over the brightness of the
timeline and how frequency, amplitude and phase are displayed in the
Units sub-tab.
Underneath the first row are the
tools and icons relevant to the app,

• Dual-core processor (quad-core processor recommended) 2GB RAM
• Supported NVIDIA or AMD/ATI GPU
with 512MB or more RAM: NVIDIA:
GeForce GTX 2xx Series or higher with
driver 285.62 or later. Quadro 400 or
higher (or Quadro FX x700 or higher) with
driver 285.62 or later. AMD/ATI: Radeon
HD 47xx or higher GPU with Catalyst driver
11.7 or later. If using a FirePro GPU, FirePro unified driver 8.85 or later is required.
• Windows-compatible audio hardware
• Internet Explorer 8 or later, Firefox 10
or later, or Google Chrome 13 or later (for
viewing help).
Mac OS:
• Mac OS X 10.6 (Snow Leopard), 10.7
(Lion), 10.8 (Mountain Lion)
• Intel dual-core processor (quad-core
processor recommended) 2GB RAM
• OpenGL 2.1 compatible graphics card
with 256MB
• CoreAudio-compatible audio hardware
such as Select, Move, Delete, etc.,
with playback transport and display
parameter controls rounding out the
row. To the right of the record controls, are controls for adjusting the
size and sampling resolution of the
display. There are sliders to adjust
the brightness of the display, based
on their amplitude. To the right of
that, selectors enabling the cursor to
pan, zoom or utilize the 3D displacement tool.
It’s easy to get lost in the waveform display, despite comprehensive
controls, fortunately the last button
is labeled Reset View, and does just
that.
To the left of the waveform display,
tools for editing, and to the right, history, channel and layer panels. At the
bottom and the right of the waveform
VI D EO MA K ER >>> FEBRUA RY 20 13

display, you find X/Y controls for panning and scrolling the display. The
very bottom of the layers panel has
buttons for adding or deleting layers.

So how do you fly this thing?
Upon first opening a file, one might
immediately feel thrown off by the,
er, spectral display. It’s quite different
from the typical waveform display,
and when you move the cursor
around, you are reminded of the guy
in The Hunt for Red October who did
all the sound analysis.
Once you work your way through
a couple of noise edits, you should
be editing at a respectable pace in a
reasonable amount of time, depending on how comfortable you are with
audio in the first place. The provided
instruction video and webinar clearly
show you the process involved and
are found in support and training.
Another note of caution, check the
technical specifications, if you have
an older machine that “sort of” skates
on the specs, you may experience
hang-ups. Likewise, the graphics are
very intensive, so make sure you have
a video card that’s up to the job.
Even though some of us begrudgingly refuse to believe that software
such as this can really “unmix” an
audio file, SpectraLayers Pro comes
exceptionally close, and leaps and
bounds over it’s nearest competitor.
SpectraLayers Pro is like one of
those exotic bicycles they use in a
velodrome – no brakes, intimidating,
difficult to learn, but once you get a
few laps under your belt, look out!
SUMMARY

For the serious sound editor working
on complex audio projects, this is the
program to get!
Mark Speer is a producer, director, editor and video
educator.
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For comments, email: editor@videomaker.com,
use article #15845 in the subject line. You can
comment and rate this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/article/15845
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DV Nation
RAMRod Ultimate
Workstation
Fast Computing Nation
b y L a n ce O l i nger

I

n recent years the size of available
memory has surpassed the amount
needed to run even the most demanding programs. You can have multiple
programs open and barely use 8GB of
memory, which currently sells for as
few as $40. DV Nation came up with
a use for all this extra memory, turn
it into a hard drive and use it for running applications.

RAMCache
RAMCache uses your computer’s memory to store data while it is being written
to the hard drive along with storing frequently used data. All hard drives have

DV Nation
www.dvnation.com
STRENGTHS

• RAMDisk
• RAMCache
• Comes overclocked
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WEAKNESSES

• No memory card reader
• 1-Year warranty

$2,200 - $4,724 as configured
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on-board cache but it is usually limited
to 16-32MB. DV Nation uses a program
called SuperCache by SuperSpeed for
the RAMCache on this computer. The
computer has 6GB of RAMCache on
both the SSD and SSD Hybrid drives.
The most noticeable difference is that
RAMCache increases the responsiveness
of the hard drive.
For example, on the SSD hybrid
drive, the test of small 4KB files runs at
0.67MB/s with the cache turned off and
526MB/s with cache turned on. When
testing render speeds in Adobe Premiere
Pro however there was little difference
in render time with the cache turned on
versus off.

RAMDisk
The idea of using memory to store data
has been around for a long time. The
biggest problem is once your computer
is turned off, the data is lost. To solve
this issue, when the computer is turned
off everything in the RAMDisk is written to the hard drive and then loaded
back into the RAMDisk when the computer is turned back on.
The disadvantage of the RAMDisk is you can lose your data if your
computer is not turned off correctly
and the computer takes longer to boot
since it has to copy the data back to the
V IDEOMAKER >>> FEBRUARY 2013

RAMDisk. A data backup is a possible
safeguard, and DV Nation recommends
using an uninterruptable power supply
and putting the PC to sleep instead of
shutting down.
The benefit however is the RAMDisk has near instant response times,
can handle 1,000,000 input/output
operations per second (IOPS), and
has a huge constant throughput,
6,300MB/s. With Adobe Premiere Pro
installed on the RAMDisk, it loads in
mere seconds. When dealing with large
video files loaded in the RAMDisk there
is no noticeable delay in editing. When
rendering files with Adobe Media Encoder however there was about a three
percent performance boost with the
major bottleneck being the CPU.

Autodesk® Smoke® 2013 software is an all-in-one
solution for professional video editing and effects.
Designed for editors who do more than just edit,
Smoke eliminates the need for round-tripping
between multiple creative applications and plug-ins.
Smoke provides editors with the compositing, color
grading, and motion graphics tools they need in
a fast and iterative creative environment
for storytelling.

Download the trial* or buy Autodesk
Smoke 2013 now to save 20%**
www.autodesk.com/buysmoke

What’s it made of?
The RAMRod Ultimate Workstation
looks like your ordinary tower, sporting an Antec 302 case. There are a
few lights in the case, but nothing too
distracting. With the 2.5-inch wide
hard drives and the water-cooled CPU,
the inside of the case is very open,
neat, and tidy. There are four fans in
the computer creating some fan noise,
but not too overpowering.
Both the gaming and workstation
lines use the ASRock X79 Extreme6

contents
* Trial products are subject to the terms and conditions of the license and services agreement that accompanies the software. ** The 20% off promotional offer is valid ifrom December 17, 2012, through January 25, 2013. This promotion is valid worldwide.
Educational licenses and education to commercial transfers are not eligible for this promotion. This promotion is not valid for product licenses purchased through the Autodesk Employee Purchase Program. Only new commercial license purchases of
Autodesk® Smoke® 2013 software and/or Autodesk® Smoke® with Autodesk® Subscription (SIBX) are eligible for this offer. The 20% discount will be taken off the of the SRP of Autodesk® Smoke® 2013 software and/or Autodesk® Smoke® with
Autodesk® Subscription (SIBX). Autodesk Authorized Resellers are independent resellers and are free to set their own prices. Reseller prices may vary. SRP is Autodesk’s suggested retail price (excluding freight, handling and taxes) for the specified product
in your region. SRP is used for reference purposes only as the actual retail price is determined by your reseller. Contact your local participating reseller partner for more information. Actual savings may vary due to local currency conversion, taxes and
other factors. Autodesk reserves the right to alter the SRP, product offerings and specification of its products and services at any time without notice. AUTODESK RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CANCEL, SUSPEND, OR MODIFY PART OF OR THIS ENTIRE
PROMOTION AT ANY TIME WITHOUT NOTICE, FOR ANY REASON IN ITS SOLE DISCRETION. PRICES FOR AUTODESK SOFTWARE ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE. Autodesk and Smoke are registered trademarks or trademarks of Autodesk, Inc., and/or its
subsidiaries and/or affiliates in the USA and/or other countries. All other brand names, product names, or trademarks belong to their respective holders. Autodesk reserves the right to alter product and services offerings, and specifications and pricing at
anytime without notice, and is not responsible for typographical or graphical errors that may appear in this document. © 2012 Autodesk, Inc. All rights reserved.
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DV Nation RAMRod Ultimate

TECH SPECS

Hard Drives: 750GB Seagate Momentus
XT (2) (32GB), 165MB/s avg.
SSD Drive: 240GB Mushkin, 220MB/s avg.
RAMDisk: 40GB Romex Primo, 6300 MB/s
avg.
LAN: Gigabit (125MB/s)
CPU: Intel Quad Core i7-3820
3.6GHz(4.2GHZ overclocked)
RAM: 64GB DDR3-1600
OS: Windows 7 Professional 64-bit
motherboard. It has eight memory
slots allowing as much as 64GB of
quad channel memory. It is capable
of running the 8-Core Xeon CPU
and has an easy to use CPU/memory
overclocking interface. The board
comes with on-board HD audio, USB
2.0, USB 3.0, eSATA, and FireWire 400.
The board also has on-board RAID for
boosting hard drive performance or
ensuring you have a backup of all your
data. The only thing missing for data
input is a memory card reader.
The computer comes with a SATA
Mushkin 240GB SSD although DV Nation currently offers the OCZ RevoDrive which is a faster PCI-E based
SSD. The primary data drive is a RAID
0 stripe of two Seagate Momentus XT
hybrid drives. The drives are 2.5-inch
laptop form factor with 16GB of SSD
memory which results in greatly
Rear inputs, outputs and cooling fan
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Video: NVIDIA GTX690
Optical: Plextor DVD-RW
Audio: 7.1 HD Audio
Power Supply: 850W Thermal take
Inputs: eSATA,USB 2.0,USB 3.0,
Firewire 400
Video Output: DVI (2), Dual-DVI, Mini
DisplayPort
Warranty: 1-year parts + labor

improved performance over standard
2.5-inch drives. To top it off, 40GB of
the 64GB of main memory is used as
a hard drive which data can be saved
on and backed up to the SSD while the
computer is not running.
The CPU in our RAMRod Ultimate
Workstation is a Core i7 3820 which is
overclocked to 4.2GHz from the base
3.6GHz. With the aid of water cooling
the computer has great stability and
should cause no worry of overheating.
RAMRod Ultimate Workstation also
offers the faster eight core Xeon, and
adds about $1,000-$2,000 to the price
depending on the model.
The video card in our configuration
is the NVIDIA GTX 690. It is actually
two NVIDIA GTX 680s in a single card.
The card comes with 4GB of video
memory and is a great gaming card.
For video editing the video card doesn’t
matter too much except with
a speed boost using Adobe
Media Encoder which is only
supported by select NVIDIA
Quadro cards. The GTX 690
also supports as many as four
video cards with two DVI and
a single dual-link DVI. There is
also a single Mini DisplayPort,
as well as space for a secondary optical drive to compliment the base Plextor 24x
DVD burner with LightScribe.

Performance

full screen

The primary strength of this
computer is reading and
writing data. By enabling

print
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RAMCache, both hard drives are quick
and responsive. HD Tune showed
the primary hard drive has an average read speed of 220MB/s while the
secondary hard drive has an average
read speed of 165MB/s. In comparison,
a standard 7200RPM hard drive has
an average read speed of 100MB/s.
The RAMDisk achieves speeds of up
to 6,900MB/s and has instant access
times. The end result is little to no wait
time when loading files and programs.
The Windows Experience Index base
score is 7.8 with 7.9 being the highest
score. Unlike most systems which have
a bottleneck with hard drive speed, that
is not an issue with this one. Overall
the computer is very well balanced in
all areas of performance.
The NVIDIA GTX 690 is not a 3D
modeling video card, so no great test
results there. DV Nation does offer
NVIDIA Quadro video cards which
may be worth it if the computer will
be used for 3D modeling. The Quadro
can also offer a boost in render times
with Adobe Media Encoder.
When dealing with specialized
products such as these it is nice to
have the support of somebody experienced. Many companies will not support users who overclock or use other
specialized programs to boost performance. DV Nation on the other hand
promotes this and offers a one-year
warranty. Other companies may offer
three year warranties but these can
be voided if they find out the product
was overclocked. If you want to have
a quick and responsive computer, the
DV Nation RAMRod Ultimate PC line
offers computers customized for your
need starting at $2,200.
SUMMARY

The DV Nation RAMRod Ultimate
Workstation offers quick responsiveness with competitive pricing for a
customized product.
Lance Olinger is an IT Professional and Web Developer.
For comments, email: editor@videomaker.com,
use article #15839 in the subject line. You can
comment and rate this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/article/15839
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DSLR
Steady as she goes

– with the move

toward smaller and
lighter cameras, the
need for enhanced
support is more

&

Camera
Rigs
buyer’s
guide

BY COLIN MARKS

important than
ever before.

W

hile smaller and lighter cameras have their advantages,
there are some disadvantages
too. For one, smaller camcorders
are more difficult to stabilize. While
proper handheld technique goes a
long way toward achieving a more
stabilized shot, these cameras cannot
be shoulder mounted like their larger,
heavier counterparts, to create a
solid base. And, those highly popular
DSLRs, by virtue of their form factor,
are not inherently well-suited
to handheld video use at all.
As a result, a completely new breed of

stabilizing devices has evolved to meet
the needs of this new and emerging
market.
Of course, if all you want is to
simply grab-it-and-go and you’re not
too concerned about a few bumps
and bobbles here and there, then you
probably don’t need to worry much
about stabilizing devices. Practicing proper handheld techniques
will surely suffice. These tools
are among the most
unique shapes
and sizes,
so you’ll
need
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DSLR & Camera Rigs buyer’s guide
DSLR Rigs Manufacturer Listing 2013
Devices that allow you to operate a DSLR without holding the camera itself.
16x9 INC

Camera Turret Technologies, INC

Hoodman Steel

8 Ball Camera Support

Camtrol

IDCPhotoVideo

ABC Products

Carbon XL LLC

ikan

ACEBIL

Cavision Enterprises Ltd

indiSYSTEM

Atlas Camera Support System

Celestron

juicedLink

BarberTech Video Products

Chrosziel GmBH

K-Tek

Barska

CINEIK

Manfrotto

Basson Steady System

Camera Support Industries

Manios Digital & Film

Berkey System LLC.

CineRover

Movcam

Berlebach

Cinevate Inc.

ProAM USA

Bescor Video Accessories

Cinezen

ProMediaGear

Black Bear Studio Systems

Classic Video Products

Redrock Micro

Brunton

Cobra Crane USA

Sachtler

BushHawk Products 2009

Comely Productions

Shape

Cam Caddie

CPM Camera Gear

Switronix

Camadeus Film Technologies

D|Focus Systems Inc.

Varavon

Cambo Photographic Industry

Delkin Devices Inc.

VeriZoom

Camera Control

DVTEC

Video Innovators

Camera Motion Research LLC

Edelkrone

Vinten

HabbyCam

Zacuto

www.16x9inc.com
www.8ballcamerasupport.com
www.abc-products.de
www.acebil.com
www.atlascamerasupport.com
www.barbertvp.com
www.barska.com
www.bassonsteady.com.ar
www.berkeysystem.com
www.berlebach.de
www.bescor.com

www.blackbearstudiosystems.com
www.brunton.com
www.bushhawk.com

www.camcaddie.com
www.camadeus.com
www.cambo.com

www.cameracontrol.com
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www.camotionllc.com
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www.cameraturret.com
www.camtrol.com
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www.ikancorp.com

www.cavision.com

www.indisystem.com

www.celestron.com

www.juicedlink.com

www.chrosziel.com

www.ktekbooms.com

www.cineik.com

www.manfrotto.us

www.cineped.com

www.cinerover.com

www.proamusa.com

www.cinezenusa.com

www.promediagear.com

www.classicvideoproducts.com

www.camcrane.com

www.cpmcamerarigs.com
www.dfocussystem.com
www.delkin.com
www.dvtec.tv
www.edelkrone.com

www.maniosdigital.com
www.movcam.com

www.cinevate.com

www.habbycamcom

print

www.idcphotovideo.com

www.carbon-xl.com

www.cobracraneusa.com

www.hoodmanusa.com

www.redrockmicro.com
www.sachtler.com
www.shapewlb.com
www.switronix.com
www.varavon.com
www.varizoom.com
www.videoinnovators.com
www.vinten.com
www.zacuto.com
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to plan accordingly for when they
aren’t in use.
However, if your interest is more
commercial in nature, or perhaps you
intend to channel your inner filmmaker, then you’ll want to move your
camera in creative ways while maintaining maximum stability.
In some cases, such as a fight
scene, or running through the forest
while trying to evade an approaching alien horde, a certain amount of
camera shake and jiggle is acceptable, even expected. And many of
the handheld devices will give you
that, while still establishing a smooth
scene that won’t throw a viewer’s
stomach. In the majority of cases
you’ll want your images to remain
rock-steady and silky smooth.
Of course, you can always mount
your ultra-compact camera onto your
favorite tripod or jib and have at it.
But where’s the excitement in that?
Besides, your existing support equipment may not be the most suitable for
today’s smaller cameras.
In light of these considerations,
we’ll take a look at some of what the
world of ultra-compact stabilization
has to offer. There seems to be about
as many different stabilizer designs as
there are designers so we’ve put together a list of rig makers. You’ll want
to examine the way in which the product is used, whether handheld, shoulder mounted, or hands-free. Don’t be
surprised to find devices designed for
horizontal and vertical motion.

Handheld Rigs

These are very simply constructed
units with no more than a mounting
point for your camera and a handgrip
or two. The advantage to this design
is that it easily puts the screen at eye
level, directly in front of your face,
allows for good hand separation for
better stability, and by tucking both elbows into your body, you can achieve
a pretty stable base.
The VariZoom CineGrip ($700) has

a nice, wide, dual-grip configuration for good
stabilization. The grips swivel and the entire
unit can be reconfigured into a rifle-style shoulder format. The Camtrol Sniper 1080 KS ($259)
has a rather unique design, which lends itself
to a great deal of versatility. It has a grip handle
with a post for mounting accessories, a stabilizer bar for two-handed use and three variable
locking ball joints. Loosening and tightening
the joints allows you to change the device’s
configuration very quickly for low, medium or
high level shooting. The optional TROL 4.2-inch
articulating arm attaches to the accessory post
which otherwise is good for attaching lights,
monitors and other accessories.

Shoulder Mount Rigs

Shoulder rigs come in several flavors: those that
press against the shoulder (rifle-style), those
that are worn over the shoulder as single or
dual-shoulder units and those that come with
additional body support.
The VariZoom StingShot ($450) is a basic

THE CHIEF ADVANTAGE OF THIS
DESIGN IS REDUCED FATIGUE.

plis DSLR Rig can adapt to a single-shoulder
mount design with thick shoulder pad and fillable counter balance. A rail system is included
with 11.8-inch (30cm) long, 15mm diameter,
carbon rods. If you want to crank it up a few
dozen notches, Cinevate’s Doc Bundle ($3,355)
is a packaged deal, consisting of a single handgrip, single-shoulder mount unit with fillable,
adjustable counterweight, Titan Swing-Away
Mattebox, Durus Follow Focus and Proteus
Quick Release System.
Finally, there are the shoulder mount rigs
with body support. VariZoom’s Zero Gravity
Rig ($1,600) combines a dual handgrip, singleshoulder mount design with an abdominal
belt and support rod for added stability. The
shoulder mount is configurable for either side,
high or low angles and up-close or further away
mounting positions. An extra long accessory
mount is included for adding monitors, lights,
microphones and other accessories.

Hands-Free Rigs

A few hands-free designs are on the market
today. Some utilize a padded shoulder mount,
bracket, spring steel chest harness, adjustable
platforms and straps, to achieve hands-free

Goin’ Pro
model that rests against the shoulder, with
one hand holding the camera. The articulated
shoulder stock rotates out for pistol grip handheld use or as a kickstand for tabletop use.
Cinevate’s Proteus Simplis Solo ($400)
comes with an articulating shoulder stock as
well as an articulating handgrip. Over-under
hand positioning on the grip allows the stock
to be pulled firmly into the shoulder for a very
stable base. The Proteus Simplis Dual ($575)
adds a second grip for good hand separation.
Over-the-shoulder rigs are similar in design
but actually rest on the shoulder rather than
against it. Often equipped with dual handgrips,
these models sometimes come with dualshoulder mounts for even greater stability.
VariZoom’s VZ1Shooter ($130) is their most
affordable unit for small-to-medium cameras. Made out of aluminum and with loads
of adjustment possibilities, it’s lightweight,
inexpensive and easy to use. The Proteus Sim-

You will find that some stabilizers are rather basic while others have
professional features. Here’s a brief look at some of these features
and their purpose.
Rail system - A rail system consists of two rails, or tubes, and
mounting blocks that form a framework to support a camera and its
accessories. The rails are made of strong material such as metal or
carbon fiber. The standard diameter is 15mm, with carbon fiber the
favored material due to both its strength and minimal weight.
Follow focus - A follow focus enables very precise manual focus
adjustments without having to touch the camera itself. A large dial
with integrated gearbox drives gears that mesh with a toothed ring
mounted to the outside of the focus wheel on your lens. Turning the
follow focus dial turns the focus wheel. The dial also has a white
back plate for marking focus points.
Matte box - A matte box resembles a set of barn doors and mounts
to the rail system, in front of your camera. Flags over the top of the
lens and at either side, control the light hitting the lens. A matte box
also will often include slots for easily inserting filters in front of the
camera’s lens.
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DSLR & Camera Rigs buyer’s guide

HD Helmet Camcorder

+2

VIXIA HV40

HDV Camcorder

• Solid State HD Sports Camcorder
• Waterproof to 3’ & impact-resistant
• Wide-angle (170°) fixed-focus lens
• Rotating Lens with laser-aided leveling
• Record 1080p to 720P HD video
resolutions @30/25fps
• One switch turn-on & record
• One-click video uploading
• Record onto microSD media (up to 32GB)

5

Mega
Pixels

#CO2HDHC

KITS CONSISTING OF CRITICAL,
HARD TO FIND PARTS, SUCH AS
MILLED ALUMINUM COMPONENTS
Quasi-DIY Rigs

Due to the cost of professionally built stabilizers, many innovative do-it-yourselfers have
been scouring the hardware stores for suitable
parts with which to cobble together their own
designs. Some of these have proven to be quite
effective, many of which can be built at a fraction of their commercial counterpart’s retail
price.
Well, it was just a matter of time before
someone figured out how to marry the best
of both worlds. Those behind juicedLink save
DIY-ers money, as well as the time and trouble
of traveling up and down parts aisles, wondering what will and will not work, by providing
kits consisting of critical, hard to find parts,
such as milled aluminum components, and/or
alternative designs, with instructions on how to

What does it cost?
Cost is largely a function of features and construction, but this list
contains an approximate range of prices you can expect to find
when shopping around for different stabilizing systems.
Handheld Rigs
Shoulder Rigs Rifle Style
Shoulder Rigs: Single
Shoulder Rigs: Dual
Shoulder Rigs: Body Support
Professional Rigs
Hands-Free Rigs
Sliders and Table Top Dollys
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$260 - $1,000
$400 - $1,100
$130 - $1,750
$1,300 - $1,800
$400 - $1,800
$2,200 - $3,400
$30 - $200
$450 - $2,000

HERO3

assemble them. The customer provides aluminum rods or tubing as required by the particular design, along with time and a little elbow
grease. Before you know it, a consumer has his
or her very own, highly effective stabilizer rig.
The products offered by juicedLink include costeffective designs for sliders, a hands-free rig,
accessory brackets and more.

UltraHD Sports/Helmet Camcorder

Sliders/Table Top Dollys

Black Edition Camera #GOH3BE

Dolly shots have long been a mainstay in Hollywood cinema. Packing around several sections of
track and a dolly for use with your favorite DSLR
probably isn’t too practical though, particularly
when you’re out trekking around through the
woods. You can still achieve the smooth-moving
look you want with a slider dolly. These dollys
are very compact by comparison, some only a
couple of feet in length. When mounted to your
tripod or a short set of legs they can deliver beautiful results.
Cinevate’s Pegasus DSLR Table Dolly ($795)
can be used with a rail system or stand-alone as
a table top dolly. Its wheels may be configured
for straight runs or to track in a circular motion. Their Atlas 10 Camera Slider ($680) is a
40-pound, easy to set up slider system for achieving both horizontal and vertical moves. The Atlas
10 features a full ball bearing linear tracking
system with vertical counter-balanced operation.
The counter-balanced pulley system allows the
weight of the counterbalance to lift and lower the
camera for much smoother movement.

Give and Go

Giving your viewers some smooth movement
livens the footage and heightens your production
value. Whether you’re someone who just wants
to smooth out the shakes and jiggles in your
home videos, or have a desire to create smooth
match-action scenes, or you’re a pro with money
to burn and a need for maximum stability and
creativity, there is definitely a rig out there to suit
both your needs and your wallet.
Colin Marks is a video producer and trainer.

For comments, email: editor@videomaker.com, use article
#15094 in the subject line. You can comment and rate this
article by going online: www.videomaker.com/article/15751

NEW

• Supports 4K, 2.7K, 1440p & 1080p video
• Capture 3840x2160 pixels at 15 fps
• 2.7k mode recording 30 or 24 fps
• Capture 12, 7 or 5-megapixel stills
• 12- megapixel low-light image sensor
• Wide angle 6-element aspherical lens
• Camera housing waterproof to 197' (60 m)
• Built-in Wi-Fi & GoPro app ready • MicroSD card slot (up to 64GB)
• Basic mounts included • Includes Wi-Fi remote (up to 600' capabilities)

Mega
Pixels

12

Mega
Pixels

HDR-FX7

3 CMOS HDV Camcorder
• Carl Zeiss 20x Vario-Sonnar T Lens
• 3 1/4" CMOS, 16:9, ClearVID technology sensors
• High-Definition 1080i recording
• Super SteadyShot optical stabilization
• Expanded focus assist
• 3.5" LCD screen & Color viewfinder
• Zoom and focus rings
• Focus and zoom precision controls
• Built-in ¼ & 1/16 ND Filters
• HDMI, Microphone, Headphone, & LANC connectivity

Over 300,000 products,
at your leisure.

www.BandH.com

#SOHDRFX7

HDR-AS15

HC-X900M

HD Action Camcorder

3 MOS HD Flash Memory Camcorder

• Record HD 1920 x 1080/30p video
• Back-illuminated 1/2.3" CMOS Exmor
R CMOS sensor • Built-in WiFi capability
• Waterproof Housing with Tripod Mount
• Waterproof case to 197' (60 m)
• Memory Stick Micro & MicroSD/SDHC slot
• Carl Zeiss Vario-Tessar ultra-wide 170°
capable viewing angle lens
• Optical image stabilization • HD 720p slow motion modes, 60 or 120 fps
• External microphone input

• Internal 32GB flash memory • SD/SDHC/SDXC card slot
• 3x 1/4.1”, 3.05Mp sensors
• 3D recording with optional VW-CLT2 3D lens
• 1080/60p recording at a 28-Mbps bit rate
• Optical image stabilization
• Leica Dicomar 12x optical,
23x inteligent zoom lens
• 3.5” wide angle 3D LCD screen
• Pre-record function
• Microphone & headphone inputs

#SOHDRAS15B

#PAHCX900MK

GC-XA1

16

Mega
Pixels

800-947-9925
212-444-5025

HDR-TD20V

ADIXXION Action Camcorder

3D HD Handycam Camcorder

• Rugged and lightweight
POV action camera
• Shock, Freeze, and Dust Proof
• Waterproof up to 5 meters
• Full HD 1080p and 720p video
• SD/SDHC/SDXC card slot
• 5MP CMOS sensor
• Built-in Wi-Fi connectivity
• Built-in Wi-Fi (smartphone linking, streaming and remote control functions)
• Wide 170° angle of view lens • Time-Lapse REC

• Shoot f D 3D in 1920 x 1080 60p/24p
• Dual 1/4.0” back-illuminated Exmor
CMOS sensors
• Dedicated 2D/3D switch
• 3.5” LCD (3D viewing without
3D glasses)
• Optical 10x & 17x extended zoom
• Optical image stabilization
• 5.1 ch surround mic
• Microphone & headphone inputs

#JVGCXA1

#SOHDRTD20VS

VIXIA HF M52

Fax:

212-239-7770
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HXR-NX3D1

HD Flash Memory Camcorder

Professional 3D Compact HD Camcorder

• Canon 1/3” HD 2.37Mp CMOS pro image sensor
• 1920 x 1080 recording on to SD/SDHC/SDXC media
• Internal 32GB flash memory
• HD 10x optical zoom lens
• 3.0” widescreen LCD
• Optical image stabilization
• Cinematic Features
• 24p cinema & 30p progressive modes
• Microphone & headphone inputs
• Built-In WiFi

• Dual 1/4" Exmor R CMOS sensors
• Two Sony G lenses (10x optical in 3D)
• 96 GB internal memory
• One SD or Memory Stick card slot
• 3.5" LCD (view 3D glasses-free)
• Full 1920 x 1080 in 3D and 2D
• 3D modes: 60i, 50i, 24p (28 Mb/s)
• 2D modes: 60p, 50p, 60i, 50i, 24p, 25p
• Active SteadyShot in 3D
• Dual XLR inputs (line / Mic / Mic+48V selectable)

#CAHFM52

#SOHXRNX3D1U

HDR-CX760V

HDC-Z10000

HD Flash Memory Camcorder

Twin-Lens 2D/3D Camcorder

• 1920 x 1080 60p HD recording • 1/2.88” back-illuminated Exmor R
CMOS sensor • Internal 96GB flash memory
• SD/SDHC/SDXC card slot
• 3.0” LCD screen & color viewfinder
• 10x optical & 17x extended zoom
• Optical image stabilization
• Carl Zeiss Vario-Sonnar T lens
• Geotagging though GPS & NAVTEQ maps
• Microphone & headphone inputs
• CinemaTone presets & 24p recording

• Two independent 3MOS sensors
• HD Stereoscopic 3D recording
• Dual Integrated 10x Lenses
(12x in 2D) • Triple manual rings:
focus, zoom and iris
• Multi View Coding (MVC)
Recording in 3D 1080p60
• 3.5" 3D compatible LCD
• Dual XLR Inputs
• 2D/3D Still Image Recording

24

#SOHDRCX760VB
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#CAHV40
®

stability. The chief advantage of this design is
reduced fatigue because the weight of the rig is
fully supported by the body. juicedLink offers
a simplified, yet effective, design that you can
build yourself with the help of their Hands-Free
Rig.

• 1/ 2.7”, 2.96MP HD CMOS sensor
with RGB primary color filter
• Frame rates: 60i, native 24p (records
at 24p), 24p cinema, and 30p (at 60i)
• DIGIC DV II image processor
• Canon HD 10x optical video lens
• Instant Aufo Focus w/ext. sensor
• SuperRange optical stabilization
• 2.7” widescreen LCD screen • External mic input
• Smooth variable zoom with 3 fixed zoom speeds

Mega
Pixels

#PAHDCZ10000

NYC DCA Electronics Store Lic. #0906712; NYC DCA Electronics & Home Appliance Service Dealer Lic. #0907905; NYC DCA Secondhand Dealer – General Lic. #0907906

We Buy, Sell and Trade

Used Equipment

Store & Mail Order Hours:

Sunday 10-6 • Mon.-Thurs. 9-7
Friday 9-1 EST / 9-2 DST
Saturday Closed
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AG-HMC40

420 Ninth Ave.
Corner
Corner of
of 34th
34th Street
Street

New York, N.Y. 10001

XDCAM HD422 Handheld Camcorder

•• 1080
1080 and
and 720
720 HD
HD resolution
resolution
recording
recording on
on SDHC
SDHC cards
cards
•• 33 1/4”
1/4” 3-MP
3-MP CMOS
CMOS
HD
HD image
image sensors
sensors
•• AVCHD
AVCHD MPEG-4
MPEG-4
AVC/H.264
AVC/H.264 encoding
encoding
•• 10.6-megapixel
10.6-megapixel still
still capability
capability
•• 12x
12x optical
optical zoom
zoom
•• 2.7-inch
2.7-inch LCD
LCD monitor
monitor
•• XLR
XLR audio
audio input,
input, HDMI
HDMI output,
output, USB
USB 2.0
2.0

•• Supports
Supports 1920/1440
1920/1440 xx 1080,
1080, 1280
1280 xx 720
720
HD
HD formats
formats in
in 35,
35, 25,
25, and
and 19Mb/ps
19Mb/ps
with
with variable
variable frame
frame rates
rates
•• Dual
Dual SDHC
SDHC card
card slots
slots
(loop,
(loop, pre-record)
pre-record)
•• Captures
Captures native
native QuickTime
QuickTime files
files
•• Fujinon
Fujinon 10x
10x HD
HD lens
lens
•• Optical
Optical image
image stabilization
stabilization
•• Dual
Dual XLR
XLR audio,
audio, with
with phantom
phantom
•• Color
Color viewfinder
viewfinder and
and large
large LCD
LCD monitor
monitor

• 1/2.9" CMOS Sensor (1920 x 1080)
• XDCAM 422 MPEG-2 Codec at 50 Mb/s
• 10x Zoom Lens - 40-400mm
(35mm Equiv)
• 3.5" LCD Screen (852 x 480 Pixels)
• HD-SDI & HDMI Outputs
• Dual XLR Inputs / Timecode
& Genlock I/O • Dual ExpressCard SxS
Card Slots • Compatible with XDCAM
Disc & EX Formats • DVCAM Recording

#PAAGHMC40
#PAAGHMC40

#JVGYHM150
#JVGYHM150

#SOPMW100

Hands-on
Hands-on demos
demos
Convenient
Convenient free
free parking
parking
available
available

Subscribe
Subscribe to
to our
our
free
free Catalog
Catalog
BandH.com/catalog
BandH.com/catalog
212-444-6633
212-444-6633
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500

Exp. 12-31-´12

NEX-VG900

35mm Full-Frame Interchangeable Lens Camcorder
• 24.3MP full-frame 35mm Exmor CMOS HD sensor
• E-Mount, and A-Mount with includes
LA-EA3 A-mount lens adapter
• 1080/60i/60p/24p • Quad capsule
microphone with XLR option
• Tru-Finder OLED viewfinder with eye
sensor • Cinematone Gamma with
comprehensive manual control
• Uncompressed 1080 HDMI Output • Memory Stick PRO Duo/PRO-HG
Duo, SD/SDHC/SDXC • 3.0" LCD screen

24

#SONEXVG900

HXR-NX5U

3-CMOS NXCAM Flash Memory Camcorder

Professional Memory Card Camcorder

•• Three
Three 1/4.7"
1/4.7" HD
HD 2.19MP
2.19MP CMOS
CMOS back
back
illuminated
illuminated sensors
sensors •• 1920x1080
1920x1080 native
native with
with
variable
variable 60p,
60p, 60i,
60i, 30p
30p and
and 24p
24p frame
frame rates
rates
•• Five-Axis
Five-Axis optical
optical image
image stabilization
stabilization
•• Dual
Dual SD
SD Memory
Memory Card
Card Slots
Slots
•• 12x
12x zoom
zoom (f/1.5)
(f/1.5) and
and 25x
25x digital
digital zoom
zoom lens
lens
•• 3.5"
3.5" LCD
LCD screen
screen && LCOS
LCOS color
color viewfinder
viewfinder
•• AVCCAM
AVCCAM HD
HD Recording
Recording Modes
Modes •• Six
Six scene
scene
presets,
presets, and
and seven
seven programmable
programmable user
user buttons
buttons •• Interval
Interval Record,
Record, PrePreRecord,
Record, Record
Record Check,
Check, Last
Last Clip
Clip Delete
Delete •• Two-Channel
Two-Channel XLR
XLR Audio
Audio Inputs
Inputs

•• Three
Three 1/3”
1/3” CMOS
CMOS Exmor
Exmor sensors
sensors
•• Records
Records to
to Memory
Memory Stick
Stick PRO
PRO Duo,
Duo,
SD/SDHC
SD/SDHC Cards
Cards (Dual
(Dual media
media slots)
slots)
•• 1080/60i,
1080/60i, and
and 24p/30p
24p/30p AVCHD
AVCHD recording
recording
•• 20x
20x zoom
zoom G-Lens
G-Lens (29.5mm
(29.5mm wide)
wide)
•• Zoom,
Zoom, focus,
focus, and
and iris
iris rings
rings
•• Dual
Dual XLR
XLR inputs
inputs •• 3.2”
3.2” Xtra
Xtra Fine
Fine LCD
LCD
•• Low-light
Low-light (1.5
(1.5 LUX)
LUX) capabilities
capabilities
•• CinemaTone
CinemaTone Gamma
Gamma and
and CinemaTone
CinemaTone
Color
Color control
control

• Three 1/3” Exmor CMOS sensors, with a ClearVid array
• Capture uses Memory Stick PRO
Duo / SDHC Cards, with relay
record capability (optional HXRFMU128 flash memory unit)
• 20x wide G series lens
• HD-SDI & HDMI output, SMPTE
Time Code in/out, Dual XLR inputs
• Built-in GPS system
• 3.2” Xtra Fine LCD

• Large 4/3-type MOS sensor
• Micro four thirds lens mount
• Uses still & cinema lenses
• Two SDHC/SDXC memory card slots
(Relay Recording)
• AVCCAM Recording 1080i/p,
720p variable frame rates
• Optical low-pass filter
• HD-SDI, HDMI output, Dual XLR

#PAAGAC90
#PAAGAC90

#SOHDRAX2000H
#SOHDRAX2000H

#SOHXRNX5U

#PAAGAF100

HXR-MC2000U

Mega
Pixels

AG-AF100

3-CMOS
3-CMOS AVCHD
AVCHD Flash
Flash Camcorder
Camcorder

$

500

Amex
Reward Card
Exp. 12-31-´12
-´12

Lens Optional

AG-HPX370

NEX-EA50UH

Shoulder
Shoulder Mount
Mount AVCHD
AVCHD Pro
Pro Camcorder
Camcorder

3-CMOS Pro Solid State Camcorder

HD Shoulder Mount Interchangeable Lens Camcorder

•• Shoots
Shoots AVCHD
AVCHD Up
Up to
to 1080/60p
1080/60p
at
at 24Mbps
24Mbps
•• Built-In
Built-In 96GB
96GB Flash
Flash Memory
Memory Capacity
Capacity
•• Pro
Pro Audio
Audio Control
Control && Level
Level Adjustment
Adjustment
•• Equipped
Equipped with
with Dual
Dual XLR
XLR Inputs
Inputs
•• Built-In
Built-In Projector
Projector && 3.5"
3.5" LCD
LCD Monitor
Monitor
•• Built-In
Built-In Stereo
Stereo Shotgun
Shotgun Microphone
Microphone
•• Super-Wide
Super-Wide Carl
Carl Zeiss
Zeiss 10x
10x Optical
Optical Lens
Lens
•• Balanced
Balanced Optical
Optical SteadyShot
SteadyShot
•• Features
Features SD
SD or
or Memory
Memory Stick
Stick Card
Card Slot
Slot

•• 1/4"
1/4" 4.2Mp,
4.2Mp, ClearVid
ClearVid Exmor
Exmor RR CMOS
CMOS sensor
sensor
•• Built-in
Built-in 64GB
64GB hard
hard drive
drive
•• SD/SDHC/SDXC
SD/SDHC/SDXC && Memory
Memory Stick
Stick slot
slot
•• 1920
1920 xx 1080i
1080i AVCHD
AVCHD (24Mbps)
(24Mbps)
•• MPEG-2
MPEG-2 SD
SD Mode
Mode (9Mbps)
(9Mbps)
•• 12x
12x wide
wide angle
angle Sony
Sony GG lens
lens
•• Optical
Optical SteadyShot
SteadyShot stabilizer
stabilizer
•• 2.7"
2.7" ClearPhoto
ClearPhoto LCD
LCD
•• Manual
Manual lens
lens ring
ring with
with assignable
assignable
parameters
parameters

• 10-bit, 4:2:2, native 1080 and 720p
HD resolution in variable frame rates
• AVC-Intra 100 and 50 codecs
• Two P2 card slots (hot swapping,
loop, pre-record)
• 3 advanced 1/3”, 2.2 MP
CMOS sensors • HD-SDI output
• 20-bit digital signal processor
• 17x Fujinon HD lens • Built-in scan reverse mode
• Waveform and vector scope display

• Exmor APS-C CMOS sensor (AVCHD /
MPEG2-SD) • Supplied 18-200 servo
power zoom • E-mount interchangeable
lens system • Add lenses without being
locked on a lens brand or lens mount
• Use Alpha A-mount lenses with
15‐point phase detection AF
• Mechanical shutter Still Picture
• 3.5’’LCD Panel • Record onto Memory Stick/SD/SDHC/SDXC/HXRFMU128 (Optional) • Records on media card and FMU128 Simultaneously

## SOHXRNX30U
SOHXRNX30U

#SOHXRMC2000U
#SOHXRMC2000U

#PAAGHPX370

#SONEXEA50UH

Mega
Mega
Pixels
Pixels

AG-AC130A / AG-AC160A

HD
HD Flash
Flash Memory
Memory Camcorder
Camcorder

3-MOS
3-MOS HD
HD Handheld
Handheld Camcorders
Camcorders

•• 1920
1920 xx 1080
1080 HD
HD Recording
Recording
•• 32GB
32GB internal
internal flash
flash memory
memory
•• Two
Two SD/SDHC/SDXC
SD/SDHC/SDXC card
card slots
slots
•• 1/3"
1/3" 2.37Mp
2.37Mp HD
HD CMOS
CMOS pro
pro sensor
sensor
•• 3.5"
3.5" LCD
LCD && Color
Color viewfinder
viewfinder
•• Genuine
Genuine Canon
Canon 10x
10x HD
HD Video
Video Lens
Lens
•• SuperRange
SuperRange optical
optical stabilization
stabilization
•• Custom
Custom cinema-Look
cinema-Look filters
filters
•• Professional
Professional shooting
shooting assist
assist functions
functions

•• 3x
3x 1/3”,
1/3”, 2.2
2.2 Mp
Mp CMOS
CMOS sensor
sensor -- 18-bit
18-bit dsp
dsp
•• 22x
22x optical
optical zoom
zoom lens
lens
•• 1080p
1080p 1080i
1080i 60/p30/p24
60/p30/p24 && 720p60
720p60
•• Three
Three rings;
rings; Manual
Manual Zoom,
Zoom, Focus
Focus && Iris
Iris
•• Dual
Dual SD/SDHC/SDXC
SD/SDHC/SDXC card
card slots
slots
•• AVCHD
AVCHD && DV
DV recording
recording (SD)
(SD) modes
modes

#CAHFG10
#CAHFG10

#PAAGAC130A
#PAAGAC130A // #PAAGAC160A
#PAAGAC160A

XA10

4

XF300 / XF305

AG-AC160A
AG-AC160A

AG-AC160A
AG-AC160A Step-up
Step-up Features:
Features:
•• HD-SDI
HD-SDI && LPCM
LPCM audio
audio recording
recording
•• 59.94
59.94 Hz
Hz // 50
50 Hz
Hz switchable
switchable •• Slow/quick
Slow/quick motion
motion recording
recording mode
mode

3-CMOS XDCAM EX Camcorder

• Record HD 1080/720 onto
Compact Flash cards
• 50Mbps MPEG-2 4:2:2 recording
• 3 1/3" 2.37Mp CMOS sensors
• 18x Canon HD L series lens
• DIGIC DV III image processor
• 4" 1.23 Mp LCD monitor
• 1.55 Mp Color EVF
• Over and under crank
XF305 Step-up: HD-SDI Output, Genlock & SMPTE Time Code

• Interchangeable 1/2” bayonet lens
mount, incl. Fujinon 14x5.8 lens
• 3 1/2” Exmor CMOS image
sensors that shoot full raster
1920x1080 hi-def imagery
• Recording on removable
SxS flash memory cards
• 1080 and 720 shooting modes with
selectable bit rates in both PAL and NTSC standards
• Hi-res 3.5” LCD monitor • 8-Pin remote studio connectivity

#CAXF300 / #CAXF305

#SOPMWEX3Q .......................................................... $8,320.00

EOS C100

Professional
Professional HD
HD Solid
Solid State
State Camcorder
Camcorder

3-MOS
3-MOS HD
HD Handheld
Handheld Camcorders
Camcorders

EF Cinema Camcorder

•• 64GB
64GB Internal
Internal and
and Dual
Dual SDHC/SDXC
SDHC/SDXC
card
card slots
slots with
with relay
relay recording
recording
•• 1920
1920 xx 1080
1080 CMOS
CMOS Image
Image Sensor
Sensor
•• Canon
Canon 10x
10x HD
HD Video
Video Lens
Lens
•• 8-Blade
8-Blade Iris
Iris and
and Manual
Manual Focus
Focus Ring
Ring
•• DIGIC
DIGIC DV
DV IIIIII Image
Image Processor
Processor
•• 24Mbps
24Mbps Recording
Recording (AVCHD)
(AVCHD)
•• 3.5"
3.5" High-resolution
High-resolution touch
touch panel
panel
LCD
LCD and
and EVF
EVF
•• Dual
Dual XLR
XLR terminals
terminals

•• 3x
3x 1/3”,
1/3”, 2.2
2.2 Mp
Mp CMOS
CMOS sensor
sensor -- 18-bit
18-bit dsp
dsp
•• 22x
22x optical
optical zoom
zoom lens
lens
•• 1080p
1080p 1080i
1080i 60/p30/p24
60/p30/p24 && 720p60
720p60
•• Three
Three rings;
rings; Manual
Manual Zoom,
Zoom, Focus
Focus && Iris
Iris
•• HD-SDI
HD-SDI && HDMI
HDMI output
output
•• 59.94
59.94 Hz
Hz // 50
50 Hz
Hz switchable
switchable
•• Slow/quick
Slow/quick motion
motion recording
recording mode
mode
•• P2
P2 card
card and
and DVCPRO
DVCPRO mode
mode recording
recording
AG-HPX255
AG-HPX255 Step-up
Step-up Features:
Features:
•• Remote
Remote terminal
terminal for
for studio
studio control
control

• Super 35mm 8.3MP CMOS sensor
• Canon EF mount with EF contacts
• Dual SDHC/SDXC memory card slots
• Multiple recording modes and frame rates
• Full manual control and focusing aids
• Exceptional low light sensitivity and wide
dynamic range
• DIGIC DV III image processor
• High resolution EVF and integrated LCD screen
• Dual XLR audio connectors

#CAXA10
#CAXA10

#PAAGHPX250
#PAAGHPX250 // #PAAGHPX255
#PAAGHPX255

#CAC100EF

XF100 / XF105

NEX-VG30

Interchangeable
Interchangeable Lens
Lens HD
HD Camcorder
Camcorder and
and Lens
Lens

•• 1/3"
1/3" CMOS
CMOS 1920
1920 xx 1080
1080 CMOS
CMOS sensor
sensor
•• Dual
Dual CF
CF card
card slots
slots
•• 50Mbps
50Mbps MPEG-2
MPEG-2 recording
recording
•• Canon's
Canon's MPEG-2
MPEG-2 4:2:2
4:2:2 color
color sampling
sampling
•• 60p/60i,
60p/60i, 30p,
30p, 24p
24p MXF
MXF File
File Format
Format
•• 10x
10x HD
HD zoom
zoom lens
lens
•• 3.5"
3.5" 920K
920K dot
dot LCD
LCD monitor
monitor
•• Stereoscopic
Stereoscopic 3-D
3-D recording
recording capabilities
capabilities
•• Dual
Dual XLR
XLR inputs
inputs •• Waveform
Waveform Monitor
Monitor
XF105
XF105 Step-up:
Step-up: HD/SD-SDI,
HD/SD-SDI, SMPTE
SMPTE Time
Time Code,
Code, Genlock
Genlock

•• 16.1MP
16.1MP Exmor
Exmor APS-C
APS-C HD
HD CMOS
CMOS sensor
sensor
•• Includes
Includes E-mount
E-mount f/3.5-6.3
f/3.5-6.3 18-200mm
18-200mm
OSS
OSS zoom
zoom lens
lens •• A-Mount
A-Mount capable
capable
with
with optional
optional A-mount
A-mount lens
lens adapter
adapter
•• Direct
Direct power
power zoom
zoom w/
w/ variable
variable
zoom
zoom speed
speed control
control •• XGA
XGA OLED
OLED
electronic
electronic viewfinder
viewfinder •• Quad
Quad Capsule
Capsule
Spatial
Spatial Array
Array Surround
Surround mic
mic (5.1
(5.1
channel)
channel) Mic/Headphone
Mic/Headphone jacks
jacks •• Optical
Optical SteadyShot
SteadyShot image
image stabilization
stabilization
•• Comprehensive
Comprehensive manual
manual controls
controls expanded
expanded focus,
focus, zebra,
zebra, and
and peaking
peaking
#SONEXVG30H
#SONEXVG30H

16

Mega
Mega
Pixels
Pixels

Prices,
Prices, specifi
specifications,
cations, and
and images
images are
are subject
subject toto change
change without
without notice.
notice. Manufacturer
Manufacturer rebates
rebates are
are subject
subject toto the
the terms
terms and
and conditions
conditions (including
(including expiration
expiration dates)
dates) printed
printed on
on the
the manufacturers’
manufacturers’ rebate
rebate forms.
forms. Not
Not responsible
responsible for
for typographical
typographical oror illustrative
illustrative errors.
errors. ©
© 2000-2013
2000-2013 BB && HH Foto
Foto && Electronics
Electronics Corp.
Corp.

NEW

Lens Optional

$

500

Rebate

Exp. 3-31-´13

XDCAM HD422 Camcorder

800-947-9925
212-444-5025
Fax:

212-239-7770

EOS C300

Cinema EOS/PL Camcorder Body
• Super 35mm CMOS sensor
• 50 Mbps MPEG-2 EF or PL lens mount
• Dual CF card slots
• Canon XF Codec - 4:2:2 color sampling
• Multiple recording formats
• High-resolution VF and 4", 1.23 Mp LCD
• HD-SDI, HDMI, XLR audio
• Canon DIGIC DV III image processor
• High-Speed, Slow-Motion, Time-Lapse and Stop-Motion
• Timecode I/O, Genlock in & Sync out

We Buy, Sell and Trade

Used Equipment

Lens Optional

#CAC300EF / #CAC300PL

PMW-200

NEW
NEW

HD
HD Professional
Professional CF
CF Camcorders
Camcorders

#CAXF100
#CAXF100 // #CAXF105
#CAXF105

PMW-EX3

3 CMOS Solid State HD Camcorder

AG-HPX250 / AG-HPX255

Over 300,000 products,
at your leisure.

www.BandH.com

Compact
Compact HD
HD Camcorder
Camcorder

VIXIA HF G10

The
The most
most knowledgeable
knowledgeable
Sales
Sales Professionals
Professionals

HDR-AX2000

$

Rebate

AVCCAM
AVCCAM Handheld
Handheld Camcorder
Camcorder

HXR-NX30

Over
Over 70,000
70,000 square
square feet
feet
of
of the
the latest
latest gear
gear

PMW-100

3-CCD
3-CCD ProHD
ProHD Solid
Solid State
State Camcorder
Camcorder

AG-AC90

When in New York,
Visit our SuperStore

GY-HM150U

3-CMOS
3-CMOS Pro
Pro HD
HD Solid
Solid State
State Camcorder
Camcorder

PMW-F3K-RGB

Super 35mm HD Camcorder Kit

• Three 1/2" Exmor CMOS sensors
• MPEG HD422 at 50 Mbps recording
• HD422 1080p at 24 & 30 fps HD422
720p at 24, 30 & 60 fps Fujinon
14x zoom (servo/manual) lens
• Dual SxS memory card slots
• Four Channels of 16-bit audio
• Supports MXF and XDCAM EX
workflows • Articulated 3.5" LCD screen
• Timecode & Genlock input • Cache recording Up to 15 seconds

• Includes RGB 4:4:4 baseband output with S-LOG gamma
• Exmor Super 35 CMOS image sensor
• Includes 35mm, 50mm, 85mm lens kit
• PL lens mount, 35mm Cine lens compatibility
• 10-bit 4:2:2 HD-SDI
• Two SxS memory card slots
• Interlace/Progressive modes
• D-SDI Dual-link output
• 3D-LINK option

#SOPMW200

#SOPMWF3KRGB ................................................... $19,890.00

$

800

Store & Mail Order Hours:

Sunday 10-6 • Mon.-Thurs. 9-7
Friday 9-1 EST / 9-2 DST
Saturday Closed

Rebate

Exp. 3-31-´13

contents
full screen
print
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NYC DCA Electronics Store Lic. #0906712; NYC DCA Electronics & Home Appliance Service Dealer Lic. #0907905; NYC DCA Secondhand Dealer – General Lic. #0907906

DSLR
enes

Is there really anything
more enjoyable than making
videos? If you’re like a lot
of our readers, then you
already know the answer.

Buyer’s
Guide

L

et’s face it, one of the greatest
inventions to hit this industry since
VHS is the advent of the DSLR
camera. Digital technology has
truly brought the power of Hollywood to the people. Did you write
the next Citizen Kane and hope to film it
yourself? Now you no longer need to rent
a 35mm camera and pay a fortune for a
few hundred feet of leftover film. For a
few thousand dollars, you can own your
own hi-def video camera – or rent one for
significantly less. Also, unlike equivalently
priced prosumer camcorders, you now
have your choice of lenses!

Are you looking to get that film look that
has been so elusive to users of video since the
beginning of the industry? Are you hoping to
shoot everything from extreme closeups to
ultra-wide shots with the same camera? Do
you love the feel of new electronic toys in your
possession? Then you friend, are in luck!
One of the great things about being a professional photographer is the toys, especially the
wide array of lenses available on the market.
And now that you are utilizing the same camera bodies, you will be able to have the same
fun experimenting with different lenses. Of
course, lenses cost anywhere from hundreds
to thousands of dollars, so maybe we should

BY JOHN McCABE

DSLR lenes buyer’s guide
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print

Power Zoom

Image Stabilization
Tripod Collar

Model

Price

Lens Mount Types

Maximum Aperture

Minimum Focus
Distance

Filter Thread Size

Auto Focus

Power Zoom

Image Stabilization
Tripod Collar

N

Y

Y

EF 20mm f/2.8 USM

$540

EF

2.8 20mm

250mm

72mm

Y

N

N N

Y

NP Y

Y

EF 28 f/1.8 USM

$510

EF

1.8 28mm

250mm

58mm

Y

N

N N

EF 70-200mm f/2.8L IS II USM

$2,500 EF

2.8 70-200mm

1200mm

77mm

Y

NP Y

Y

EF-S 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 IS

$500

EF-S

3.5 18-135mm

457mm

67mm

Y

N

Y

EF 14mm f/2.8L II USM

$2,360 EF

2.8 14mm

200mm

NP

Y

N

EF 100mm f/2 USM

$500

EF

2

100mm

900mm

58mm

Y

N

N N

EF 24-70mm f/2.8L II USM

$2,300 EF

2.8 24-70mm

380mm

82mm

Y

NP N N

EF 28-135mm f/3.5-5.6 IS USM

$480

EF

3.5 28-135mm

500mm

72mm

Y

NP Y

EF 85mm f/1.2L II USM

$2,200 EF

1.2 85mm

950mm

72mm

Y

N

N N

EF 100-300mm f/4.5-5.6 USM

$470

EF

4.5 100-300mm 1500mm

58mm

Y

N

N N

EF 24mm f/1.4L II USM

$1,750 EF

1.4 24mm

77mm

77mm

Y

N

N N

EF-S 60mm f/2.8 Macro USM

$470

EF-S

2.8 60mm

200mm

52mm

Y

N

N N

EF 16-35mm f/2.8L II USM

$1,700 EF

2.8 16-35mm

280mm

82mm

Y

N

N N

EF 85mm f/1.8 USM

$420

EF

1.8 85mm

850mm

58mm

Y

N

N N

EF 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6L IS USM

$1,700 EF

4.5 100-400mm 1800mm

77mm

Y

NP Y

EF 50mm f/1.4 USM

$400

EF

1.4 50mm

450mm

58mm

Y

N

N N

EF 50mm f/1.2L USM

$1,620 EF

1.2 50mm

450mm

72mm

Y

N

EF 35mm f/2

$320

EF

2

35mm

250mm

52mm

Y

N

N N

EF 70-300mm f/4-5.6L IS USM

$1,600 EF

4

1200mm

67mm

Y

NP Y

EF-S 55-250mm f/4-5.6 IS II

$300

EF-S

4

55-250mm

1100mm

58mm

Y

NP Y

EF 180mm f/3.5L Macro USM

$1,580 EF

3.5 180mm

480mm

72mm

Y

N

EF 50mm f/2.5 Compact Macro

$300

EF

2.5 50mm

230mm

52mm

Y

N

N N

EF 8-15mm f/4L Fisheye USM

$1,500 EF

4

8-15mm

160mm

NP

Y

NP N N

EF 75-300mm f/4-5.6 III

$235

EF

4

1500mm

58mm

Y

N

N N

EF 24-70mm f/4L IS USM

$1,500 EF

4

24-70mm

380mm

77mm

Y

NP Y

EF-S 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 IS II

$200

EF-S

3.5 18-55mm

250mm

58mm

Y

N

Y

EF 35mm f/1.4L USM

$1,580 EF

1.4 35mm

300mm

72mm

Y

N

EF 40mm f/2.8 STM

$200

EF

2.8 40mm

300mm

52mm

Y

N

N N

EF 70-200mm f/2.8L USM

$1,450 EF

2.8 70-200mm

1500mm

77mm

Y

NP N Y

EF 50mm f/1.8 II

$126

EF

1.8 50mm

450mm

52mm

Y

N

N N

EF 300mm f/4L IS USM

$1,450 EF

4

300mm

1500mm

77mm

Y

N

Y

N

EF 70-300mm f/4.5-5.6 DO IS USM

$1,400 EF

4.5 70-300mm

1400mm

58mm

Y

N

Y

N

EF 70-200mm f/4L IS USM

$1,350 EF

4

1200mm

67mm

Y

NP Y

N

EF 400mm f/5.6L USM

$1,340 EF

5.6 400mm

3500mm

77mm

Y

N

EF-S 17-55 f/2.8 IS USM

$1,180 EF-S

2.8 17-55mm

350mm

77mm

Y

NP Y

N

EF 24-105mm f/4L IS USM

$1,150 EF

4

24-105mm

450mm

77mm

Y

NP Y

N

EF 135mm f/2L USM

$1,090 EF

2

135mm

900mm

72mm

Y

N

N N

MP-E 65mm f/2.8 1-5x Macro Photo

$1,050 EF

2.8 65mm

240mm

58mm

N

N

N N

EF 100mm f/2.8L Macro IS USM

$1,050 EF

2.8 100mm

300mm

67mm

Y

N

Y

EF-S 10-22mm f/3.5-4.5 USM

$860

EF-S

3.5 10-22mm

240mm

77mm

Y

NP N N

EF 24mm f/2.8 IS USM

$850

EF

2.8 24mm

200mm

58mm

Y

N

Y

N

EF 35mm f/2 IS USM

$850

EF

2

35mm

240mm

67mm

Y

N

Y

N

EF 17-40mm f/4L USM

$840

EF

4

17-40mm

280mm

77mm

Y

N

N N

EF 200mm f/2.8L II USM

$820

EF

2.8 200mm

1500mm

72mm

Y

N

N N

EF-S 15-85mm f/3.5-5.6 IS USM

$800

EF-S

3.5 15-85mm

350mm

72mm

Y

N

Y

N

EF 28mm f/2.8 IS USM

$800

EF

2.8 28mm

230mm

58mm

Y

N

Y

N

EF 15mm f/2.8 Fisheye

$720

EF

2.8 15mm

200mm

NP

Y

N

N N

EF 70-200mm f/4L USM

$710

EF

4

1200mm

67mm

Y

NP N N

28

70-300mm

70-200mm

70-200mm

N N

Y

N N
N

N N
N

N N

N Y

N

EF-S 18-200mm f/3.5-5.6 IS

$700

EF-S

3.5 18-200mm

450mm

72mm

Y

N

Y

N

EF 70-300mm f/4-5.6 IS USM

$650

EF

4

70-300mm

1500mm

58mm

Y

N

Y

N

EF-S 17-85mm f/4-5.6 IS USM

$600

EF-S

4

17-85mm

350mm

67mm

Y

NP Y

N

EF 100mm f/2.8 Macro USM

$600

EF

2.8 100mm

310mm

58mm

Y

N

EF-S 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 IS STM

$550

EF-S

3.5 18-135mm

390mm

67mm

Y

NP Y

EF 135mm f/2.8 with Softfocus

$550

EF

2.8 135mm

1300mm

52mm

Y

N

V IDEOMAKER >>> FEBRUARY 2013

N N
N

N N

get an overview of what’s available so that you
can make a more informed decision before you
make that investment.

Focal Length

Focal length will be the most important consideration when purchasing a new lens, so let’s
start there. Focal length is the angle of view that
will be seen through the lens and it is measured
in millimeters. A longer focal length will give
you a narrower angle of view. The magnification that most closely resembles the view of the
human eye is 50mm. Therefore, any focal length
greater than 50mm is considered telephoto and
a focal length shorter than 50mm is wide angle.
There are also super-wide and super-tele lenses,
but those are much better suited for still photography than video.

Fixed Versus Zoom

Focal lengths can be either fixed or zoom. Fixed
focal length lenses, also called prime lenses,
are a set focal length, such as 50mm, 85mm or
400mm and cannot be adjusted. One advantage
of prime lenses is that they often give a sharper
image quality than a zoom lens, particularly
in the lower price ranges. Higher end zoom
lenses are made of high quality optics and offer
extremely sharp images, rivaling the quality of

Focal Length

Auto Focus

Y

77mm

Canon

Filter Thread Size

52mm

700mm

Manufacturer

Minimum Focus
Distance

2500mm

3.5 28-300mm

Focal Length

2.8 300mm

$2,690 EF

Maximum Aperture

Price

$4,880 EF

EF 28-300mm f/3.5-5.6L IS USM

Lens Mount Types

Model

EF 300mm f/2.8L IS USM

www.usa.canon.com

70-300mm

N
N

N

N

prime lenses.
If you are being very budget conscious, you
may be thinking that you should just stick with
wide-angle lenses and merely adjust the camera
location for tight shots. However, that may still
cause problems for your production, as telephoto lenses have a great number of advantages to
them as well. Filling a frame on a closeup using
a wide-angle lens can be very problematic, especially if your subject is already conscientious
about their nose. The wider lens causes the
nose and face to look wider. It is for this reason
that many professional portrait photographers
use telephoto lenses in their line of work (food
CONTINUED ON PAGE 33
Canon Inc. www.usa.canon.com

full screen

Canon Inc.

Canon
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Price

Lens Mount Types

Maximum Aperture

Focal Length

Minimum Focus
Distance

Filter Thread Size

Auto Focus

Power Zoom

Image Stabilization
Tripod Collar

Y

M 77 x 0,75 N N N N

AF-S DX NIKKOR10-24mm f/3.5-4.5G ED

$900

Nikon F-Bayonet

3.5 10-24mm

240mm

77mm

Y

NP N N

M 82 x 0.75 N N N N

AF-S DX NIKKOR18-200mm f/3.5-5.6G ED VR II

$850

Nikon F-Bayonet

3.5 18-200mm

500mm

72mm

Y

NP Y

$776

Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 105mm

410mm

52mm

N

N

N N
N N

250mm

M 95 x 1

N N N N

www.zeiss.com

Apo Sonnar T* 2/135

$2,120 Nikon ZF.2 (F bayonet), Canon ZE (EF bayonet) 2

798.6mm

Distagon T* 2,8/21

$1,845 Nikon ZF.2 (F bayonet), Canon ZE (EF bayonet) 2.8 21mm

219mm

Focal Length

$2,950 Nikon ZF.2 (F bayonet), Canon ZE (EF bayonet) 2.8 15mm
135mm

Manufacturer

Model

Image Stabilization
Tripod Collar

N

Auto Focus
Power Zoom

Y

Filter Thread Size

62mm

Minimum Focus
Distance

Maximum Aperture

314mm

Price

2.8 105mm

Model

Nikon F-Bayonet

Manufacturer

$985

Distagon T* 2,8/15

Carl Zeiss

N
N

Distagon T* 1,4/35

$1,845 Nikon ZF.2 (F bayonet), Canon ZE (EF bayonet) 1.4 35mm

274mm

M 72 x 0.75 N N N N

Micro-NIKKOR105mm f/2.8

Makro-Planar T* 2/100

$1,845 Nikon ZF.2 (F bayonet), Canon ZE (EF bayonet) 2

427mm

M 67 x 0.75 N N N N

AF DX Fisheye-Nikkor 10.5mm f/2.8G ED

$775

Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 10.5mm

140mm

NP

Y

N

$745

Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 24-85mm

200mm

72mm

Y

NP N N

100mm

Distagon T* 2/25

$1,700 Nikon ZF.2 (F bayonet), Canon ZE (EF bayonet) 2

25mm

250mm

M 67 x 0.75 N N N N

AF Zoom-NIKKOR24-85mm f/2.8-4D IF

Distagon T* 3,5/18

$1,395 Nikon ZF.2 (F bayonet), Canon ZE (EF bayonet) 3.5 18mm

299mm

M 82 x 0.75 N N N N

NIKKOR50mm f/1.2

$725

Nikon F-Bayonet

1.2 50mm

500mm

52mm

N

N

Distagon T* 2/28

$1,285 Nikon ZF.2 (F bayonet), Canon ZE (EF bayonet) 2

241mm

M 58 x 0.75 N N N N

AF-S DX NIKKOR16-85mm f/3.5-5.6G ED VR

$700

Nikon F-Bayonet

3.5 16-85mm

380mm

67mm

Y

NP Y

Planar T* 1,4/85

$1,285 Nikon ZF.2 (F bayonet), Canon ZE (EF bayonet) 1.4 85mm

1010mm

M 72 x 0.75 N N N N

AF-S NIKKOR28mm f/1.8G

$700

Nikon F-Bayonet

1.8 28mm

250mm

67mm

Y

N

N N

Makro-Planar T* 2/50

$1,285 Nikon ZF.2 (F bayonet), Canon ZE (EF bayonet) 2

241mm

M 67 x 0.75 N N N N

NIKKOR20mm f/2.8

$675

Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 20mm

260mm

62mm

N

N

N N

$625

Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 20mm

250mm

62mm

Y

N

N N

28mm
50mm

N N

35mm

299mm

M 58 x 0.75 N N N N

AF Nikkor 20mm f/2.8D

2.8 25mm

171mm

M 58 x 0.75 N N N N

AF-S NIKKOR24-85mm f/3.5-4.5G ED VR

$600

Nikon F-Bayonet

3.5 24-85mm

380mm

72mm

Y

NP Y

$600

Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 60mm

185mm

62mm

Y

N

Distagon T* 2/35

$1,120 Nikon ZF.2 (F bayonet), Canon ZE (EF bayonet) 2

Distagon T* 2,8/25

$1,005 Nikon ZF.2 (F bayonet)

N

N

Planar T* 1,4/50

$725

457mm

M 58 x 0.75 N N N N

AF-S Micro NIKKOR60mm f/2.8G ED

Nikon Inc.

AF-S NIKKOR70-200mm f/2.8G ED VR II

$2,400 Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 70-200mm

1400mm

77mm

Y

NP Y Y

AF-S VR Zoom-Nikkor 70-300mm f/4.5-5.6G IF-ED $590

Nikon F-Bayonet

4.5 70-300mm

1490mm

67mm

Y

NP Y

www.nikonusa.com

AF-S NIKKOR24mm f/1.4G ED

$2,200 Nikon F-Bayonet

1.4 24mm

250mm

77mm

Y

N N N

NIKKOR24mm f/2.8

$540

Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 24mm

300mm

52mm

N

N

N N

$540

Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 28mm

210mm

52mm

N

N

N N

print
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Nikon ZF.2 (F bayonet), Canon ZE (EF bayonet) 1.4 50mm

N N
N

PC-E Micro NIKKOR45mm f/2.8D ED

$2,050 Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 45mm

250mm

77mm

N N N Y

NIKKOR28mm f/2.8

AF-S NIKKOR14-24mm f/2.8G ED

$2,000 Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 14-24mm

280mm

NP

Y

AF-S DX Micro Nikkor 85mm f/3.5G ED VR

$530

Nikon F-Bayonet

3.5 85mm

286mm

52mm

Y

N

Y

$520

Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 60mm

220mm

62mm

Y

N

N N

NP N N

N

PC-E Micro NIKKOR85mm f/2.8D

$1,980 Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 85mm

390mm

77mm

N N N Y

AF Micro-Nikkor 60mm f/2.8D

AF-S Zoom-Nikkor 17-35mm f/2.8D IF-ED

$1,955 Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 17-35mm

280mm

77mm

Y

NP N N

AF-S NIKKOR85mm f/1.8G

$500

Nikon F-Bayonet

1.8 85mm

798mm

67mm

Y

N

N N

AF Nikkor 14mm f/2.8D ED

$1,895 Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 14mm

200mm

NP

Y

N N N

AF Nikkor 85mm f/1.8D

$490

Nikon F-Bayonet

1.8 85mm

850mm

62mm

Y

N

N N

$485

Nikon F-Bayonet

1.4 50mm

450mm

58mm

Y

N

N N
N N

AF-S NIKKOR24-70mm f/2.8G ED

$1,890 Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 24-70mm

380mm

77mm

Y

NP N N

AF-S NIKKOR50mm f/1.4G

AF VR Zoom-Nikkor 80-400mm f/4.5-5.6D ED

$1,850 Nikon F-Bayonet

4.5 80-400mm

2300mm

77mm

Y

NP Y Y

NIKKOR50mm f/1.4

$470

Nikon F-Bayonet

1.4 50mm

457mm

52mm

N

N

$460

Nikon F-Bayonet

3.5 18-70mm

380mm

67mm

Y

NP N N

AF-S NIKKOR35mm f/1.4G

$1,800 Nikon F-Bayonet

1.4 35mm

300mm

67mm

Y

N N N

AF-S DX Zoom-NIKKOR18-70mm f/3.5-4.5G IF-ED

AF Micro-NIKKOR200mm f/4D IF-ED

$1,795 Nikon F-Bayonet

4

500mm

62mm

Y

N N Y

Micro-NIKKOR55mm f/2.8

$410

Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 55mm

250mm

52mm

N

N

AF-S NIKKOR85mm f/1.4G

$1,700 Nikon F-Bayonet

1.4 85mm

850mm

77mm

Y

N N N

AF-S DX NIKKOR18-105mm f/3.5-5.6G ED VR

$400

Nikon F-Bayonet

3.5 18-105mm

450mm

67mm

Y

NP Y

N

$400

Nikon F-Bayonet

4.5 55-300mm

1400mm

58mm

Y

NP Y

N

200mm

N N

AF-S DX Zoom-Nikkor 17-55mm f/2.8G IF-ED

$1,540 Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 17-55mm

360mm

77mm

Y

NP N N

AF-S DX NIKKOR55-300mm f/4.5-5.6G ED VR

AF-S NIKKOR300mm f/4D IF-ED

$1,495 Nikon F-Bayonet

4

1450mm

77mm

Y

N N Y

AF Nikkor 24mm f/2.8D

$395

Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 24mm

300mm

52mm

Y

N

N N

$390

Nikon F-Bayonet

2

35mm

250mm

52mm

Y

N

N N

$370

Nikon F-Bayonet

1.4 50mm

450mm

52mm

Y

N

N N

AF NIKKOR28mm f/2.8D

$290

Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 28mm

260mm

52mm

Y

N

N N

AF-S DX Micro-NIKKOR40mm f/2.8G

$280

Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 40mm

163mm

52mm

Y

N

N N

AF-S DX VR Zoom-Nikkor 55-200mm f/4-5.6G IF-ED $250

Nikon F-Bayonet

4

1100mm

52mm

Y

NP Y

AF-S NIKKOR50mm f/1.8G

$220

Nikon F-Bayonet

1.8 50mm

450mm

58mm

Y

N

AF-S DX NIKKOR18-55mm f/3.5-5.6G VR

$200

Nikon F-Bayonet

3.5 18-55mm

280mm

52mm

Y

NP Y

AF-S DX NIKKOR35mm f/1.8G

$200

Nikon F-Bayonet

1.8 35mm

300mm

52mm

Y

N

AF-S DX Zoom-NIKKOR55-200mm f/4-5.6G ED

$200

Nikon F-Bayonet

4

55-200mm

950mm

52mm

Y

NP N N

AF Zoom-NIKKOR70-300mm f/4-5.6G

$173

Nikon F-Bayonet

4

70-300mm

1500mm

62mm

Y

NP N N

AF Nikkor 50mm f/1.8D

$135

Nikon F-Bayonet

1.8 50mm

450mm

52mm

Y

N

AF-S DX Zoom-Nikkor 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6G ED II

$120

Nikon F-Bayonet

3.5 18-55mm

280mm

52mm

Y

NP N N

300mm

AF-S NIKKOR70-200mm f/4G ED VR

$1,400 Nikon F-Bayonet

4

70-200mm

1000mm

67mm

Y

NP Y N

AF NIKKOR35mm f/2D

AF DC-NIKKOR135mm f/2D

$1,395 Nikon F-Bayonet

2

135mm

1100mm

72mm

Y

N N N

AF Nikkor 50mm f/1.4D

AF NIKKOR85mm f/1.4D IF

$1,360 Nikon F-Bayonet

1.4 85mm

850mm

77mm

Y

N N N

AF-S NIKKOR24-120mm f/4G ED VR

$1,300 Nikon F-Bayonet

4

24-120mm

450mm

77mm

Y

NP Y N

AF-S NIKKOR16-35mm f/4G ED VR

$1,260 Nikon F-Bayonet

4

16-35mm

290mm

77mm

Y

NP Y N

AF-S DX Zoom-Nikkor 12-24mm f/4G IF-ED

$1,225 Nikon F-Bayonet

4

300mm

77mm

Y

NP N N

AF Zoom-NIKKOR80-200mm f/2.8D ED

$1,225 Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 80-200mm

12-24mm

1500mm

77mm

Y

NP N Y

AF DC-NIKKOR105mm f/2D

$1,200 Nikon F-Bayonet

2

900mm

72mm

Y

N N N

105mm

NIKKOR35mm f/1.4

$1,165 Nikon F-Bayonet

1.4 35mm

300mm

52mm

N N N N

AF-S NIKKOR28-300mm f/3.5-5.6G ED VR

$1,050 Nikon F-Bayonet

3.5 28-300mm

500mm

77mm

Y

NP Y N

AF NIKKOR180mm f/2.8D IF-ED

$1,005 Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 180mm

1500mm

72mm

Y

N N N

AF Fisheye-NIKKOR16mm f/2.8D

$1,000 Nikon F-Bayonet

2.8 16mm

250mm

NP

Y

N N N

AF-S DX NIKKOR18-300mm f/3.5-5.6G ED VR

$1,000 Nikon F-Bayonet

3.5 18-300mm

450mm

77mm

Y

NP Y N
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full screen

AF-S VR Micro-Nikkor 105mm f/2.8G IF-ED

Carl Zeiss

Nikon Inc.
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Y

NP Y Y

$4,500 Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

2.8 300mm

2500mm

46mm

Y

N

$2,470 Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

2.8 70-200mm

1400mm

77mm

Y

NP Y Y

50-500mm f4.5-6.3 APO DG OS HSM

$2,450 Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

4.5 50mm

500-1800mm

95mm

Y

NP Y Y

APO Macro 180mm f2.8 EX DG OS HSM

$2,400 Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon

2.8 180mm

470mm

86mm

Y

N

APO 50-150mm f2.8 EX DC OS HSM

$1,650 Sigma, Nikon, Canon

2.8 50-150mm

800mm

77mm

Y

NP Y Y

150mm f2.8 EX DG OS HSM APO Macro

$1,600 Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon

2.8 150mm

380mm

72mm

Y

N

150-500mm f5-6.3 APO DB OS HSM

$1,470 Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

5

86mm

Y

NP Y Y

85mm f1.4 EX DG HSM

$1,450 Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

1.4 85mm

850mm

77mm

Y

N

12-24mm f4.5-5.6 DG HSM II

$1,400 Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

4.5 12-24mm

280mm

NP

Y

NP N N

105mm f2.8 EX DG OS HSM Macro

$1,400 Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon

2.8 105mm

312mm

62mm

Y

N

120-400mm f4.5-5.6 DG APO OS HSM

$1,400 Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

4.5 120-400mm 1500mm

77mm

Y

NP Y Y

24-70mm f2.8 IF EX DG HSM

$1,400 Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

2.8 24-70mm

380mm

82mm

Y

NP N N

35mm f1.4 DG HSM

$1,400 Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

1.4 35mm

300mm

67mm

Y

N

N N

4.5mm f2.8 EX DC HSM Circular Fisheye

$1,250 Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

2.8 4.5mm

135mm

NP

Y

N

N N

8mm f3.5 EX DG Circular Fisheye

$1,230 Sigma, Nikon, Canon

3.5 8mm

135mm

NP

Y

N

N N

8-16mm f4.5-5.6 DC HSM

$1,100 Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

4.5 8-16mm

240mm

NP

Y

NP N N

10mm f2.8 EX DC HSM Fisheye

$1,000 Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

2.8 10mm

135mm

NP

Y

N

17-50mm f2.8 EX DC OS HSM

$980

Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

2.8 17-50mm

280mm

77mm

Y

NP Y N

10-20mm f3.5 EX DC HSM

$950

Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

3.5 10-20mm

240mm

82mm

Y

NP N N

15mm f2.8 EX DG Diagonal Fisheye

$830

Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

2.8 15mm

150mm

NP

Y

N

18-250mm f3.5-6.3 DC Macro OS HSM

$800

Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

3.5 18-250mm

350mm

62mm

Y

NP Y N

18-250mm f3.5-6.3 DC OS HSM

$750

Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

3.5 18-250mm

450mm

72mm

Y

NP Y N

10-20mm f4-5.6 EX DC HSM

$740

Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax, Four Thirds 4

240mm

77mm

Y

NP N N

18-200mm f3.5-6.3 II DC OS HSM

$720

Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

3.5 18-200mm

450mm

62mm

Y

NP Y N

20mm f1.8 EX DG ASP RF

$700

Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

1.8 20mm

200mm

82mm

Y

N

17-70mm f2.8-4 DC Macro OS HSM

$690

Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

2.8 17-70mm

220mm

72mm

Y

NP Y N

30mm f1.4 EX DC HSM

$690

Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

1.4 30mm

400mm

62mm

Y

N

N N

50mm f1.4 EX DG HSM

$680

Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax, Four Thirds 1.4 50mm

450mm

77mm

Y

N

N N

70mm f2.8 EX DG Macro

$670

Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

2.8 70mm

257mm

62mm

Y

N

N N

24mm f1.8 EX DG ASP Macro

$580

Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax, Four Thirds 1.8 24mm

180mm

77mm

Y

N

N N

18-125mm f3.8-5.6 DC OS HSM

$560

Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

3.8 18-125mm

350mm

67mm

Y

NP Y N

70-300mm f4-5.6 DG OS

$549

Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

4

1500mm

62mm

Y

NP Y N

28mm f1.8 EX DG ASP Macro

$540

Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

1.8 28mm

200mm

77mm

Y

N

18-50mm f2.8-4.5 DC OS HSM

$420

Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

2.8 18-50mm

300mm

67mm

Y

NP Y N

50mm f2.8 EX DG Macro

$420

Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

2.8 50mm

187mm

55mm

Y

N

150-500mm 2200mm

10-20mm

70-300mm

N Y

Y Y
Y Y
N N
Y N

N N

N N

N N

N N
N N

50-200mm f4-5.6 DC OS HSM

$380

Sigma, Nikon, Sony, Canon, Pentax

4

1100mm

55mm

Y

NP Y N

19mm f2.8 EX DN

$280

E-mount/Micro 4/3

2.8 19mm

200mm

46mm

Y

N

N N

30mm f2.8 EX DN

$280

E-mount/Micro 4/3

2.8 30mm

300mm

46mm

Y

N

N N

70-300mm f4-5.6 APO DG Macro

$270

Sigma, Sony, Canon, Pentax

4

70-300mm

1500mm(950mm*) 58mm

Y

NP N N

70-300mm f4-5.6 DG Macro

$220

Sigma, Sony, Canon, Pentax

4

70-300mm

1500mm(950mm*) 58mm

Y

NP N N
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50-200mm

product photographers use them for the same
reason).
In videography, zoom lenses are usually
your best bet because, unlike still photography, a video camera often finds itself following the action around, so keeping the subject
matter on the focal plane would require the
shooter to change focal length on many shots.
Photographers like zoom lenses because a
quality zoom lens can be as good as having
two or three prime lenses. However, cheap
polycarbonate zoom lenses will not be as
good as less expensive prime lenses – and
they’ll scratch easily, too.

Aperture

Running a close second to focal length in
importance is aperture, which is essentially
the measurement of light that enters your
lens. Aperture is measured in f-stops, which
is the ratio of the focal length to the aperture
diameter; therefore, the larger the diameter, the
smaller the f-number. Aperture is the feature
of interchangeable lenses that is changing the
way that the public feels about movies shot on
video versus those shot on film.

Depth of Field

One aspect of the industry that made film the
dominant medium over video is the shallow
depth of field that gives the director almost
complete control of where the audience
looks. The great directors know how to manipulate the audience using this technique.
Have you ever watched a movie where two
characters are talking and the focus switches
from one character to the other? That is
manipulation of depth of field – and now you
can use it, too!
Remember: Smaller f-number = bigger aperture opening = smaller depth of field = the
film look. With practice and a large aperture,
you can learn to isolate the foreground and the
background from the focal plane.

Shutter Speed

On most camcorders, there isn’t an option to
adjust your shutter speed, as the manufacturer
often presets it, usually at 1/60. This number
refers to the amount of time that each individual frame is exposed to light. When shooting
video, the general rule is that the denominator of the shutter speed should be double the
frame rate. This means that if you are shooting
at 30 fps, you will want your shutter speed
to be 1/60th of a second. This refers to the
amount of time that each individual frame is

exposed to the light. For special effects, you can
always change your shutter speed, but be sure
to change your aperture accordingly; slower
shutter speeds, which let in more light, require
a smaller aperture to balance the light. Toying
around with your settings before you shoot will
teach you how to get the desired effects.

Manual Focus Versus Auto Focus

Just a few years ago, manual focus lenses on
consumer cameras were particularly rare. As
auto focus lenses became faster and more
precise thanks to digital technology, photographers were dropping the manual focus lenses
in droves. However, the genesis of the DSLR
halted the death knell for MF lenses and now
they have begun to flourish. Why? Because of
videographers, who prefer the more precise

TOYING AROUND WITH YOUR SETTINGS
BEFORE YOU SHOOT WILL TEACH YOU
HOW TO GET THE DESIRED EFFECTS.
focusing abilities of the manual lenses, as well
as the ability to change the focal point of the
image. Although there is a learning curve to
manually operating a lens, many videographers are finding that it is worth the effort.

Brands

So, who are the players in the DSLR game?
Would you be surprised one bit to learn that
the big boys are Canon and Nikon? Probably
not. You can expect that the big players in still
cameras would make the great video cameras.
The best part is that both of these manufacturers make cameras that offer HD video output in
several different price ranges!
For instance, Canon makes the 1D and 5D
Nikon Inc. www.nikonusa.com

Auto Focus
Power Zoom

Image Stabilization
Tripod Collar

Filter Thread Size

105mm

APO 70-200mm f2.8 EX DG OS HSM

Sigma Corporation

full screen

2.8 120-300mm 1500-2500mm

Minimum Focus
Distance

Price

$4,700 Sigma, Nikon, Canon

Focal Length

Model

120-300mm f2.8 EX DG OS APO HSM

Maximum Aperture

Manufacturer

SIGMA Corporation

www.sigmaphoto.com 300mm f2.8 EX APO DG HSM
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Auto Focus
Power Zoom

$2,000 A-Mount

2.8 70-200mm

1200mm

77mm

Y

NP N Y

Carl Zeiss 24-70mm f/2.8 Zoom Lens

$2,000 A-Mount

2.8 24-70mm

340mm

77mm

Y

NP N N

70-400mm f/4-5.6 Telephoto Lens

$1,900 A-Mount

4

1500mm

77mm

Y

NP N N

Carl Zeiss 16-35mm f/2.8 Zoom Lens

$2,000 A-Mount

2.8 16-35mm

300mm

77mm

Y

NP N N

135mm f/1.8 Telephoto Prime Lens

$1,800 A-Mount

1.8 135mm

720mm

77mm

Y

N

N N

85mm f/1.4 Mid-Range Prime Lens

$1,700 A-Mount

1.4 85mm

850mm

72mm

Y

N

N N

35mm f/1.4 Wide-Angle Prime Lens

$1,500 A-Mount

1.4 35mm

300mm

55mm

Y

N

N N

24mm f/2.0 Wide-Angle Prime Lens

$1,400 A-Mount

2

190mm

72mm

Y

N

N N

135mm f/2.8 Smooth Transition Focus Lens

$1,300 A-Mount

2.8 135mm

870mm

72mm

Y

N

N N

16mm f/2.8 Fisheye Lens

$1,000 A-Mount

2.8 16mm

200

NP

Y

N

N N

70-300mm f/4.5-5.6 Telephoto Lens

$1,000 A-Mount

4.5 70-300mm

1200mm

62mm

Y

NP N N

DT Carl Zeiss 16-80mm f/3.5-4.5 Zoom Lens

$1,000 A-Mount

3.5 16-80mm

350mm

62mm

Y

NP N N

28-75mm f/2.8 Mid-Range Zoom Lens

$900

A-Mount

2.8 28-75mm

380mm

67mm

Y

NP N N

100mm f/2.8 Macro Lens

$800

A-Mount

1.4 100mm

350mm

55mm

Y

N

DT 11-18mm f/4.5-5.6 Zoom Lens

$800

A-Mount

4.5 11-18mm

250mm

77mm

Y

NP N N

20mm f/2.8 Wide-Angle Prime Lens

$750

A-Mount

2.8 20mm

250mm

72mm

Y

N

N N

16-50mm f/2.8 Mid-Range Zoom Lens

$750

A-Mount

2.8 16-50mm

300mm

72mm

Y

N

N N

DT 16-105mm f/3.5-5.6 Zoom Lens

$650

A-Mount

3.5 16-105mm

400mm

62mm

Y

NP N N

DT 18-250mm f/3.5-6.3 High Zoom Lens

$650

A-Mount

3.5 18-250mm

450mm

62mm

Y

NP N N

50mm f/2.8 Macro Lens

$600

A-Mount

2.8 50mm

200mm

55mm

Y

N

18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 Zoom Lens

$500

A-Mount

3.5 18-135mm

450mm

62mm

Y

NP N N

50mm f/1.4 Prime Lens

$450

A-Mount

1.4 50mm

450mm

55mm

Y

N

DT 55-300mm f/4.5-5.6 Zoom Lens

$300

A-Mount

4.5 55-300mm

1400mm

62mm

Y

NP N N

85mm f/2.8 Mid-Range Prime Lens

$300

A-Mount

2.8 85mm

600mm

55mm

Y

N

75-300mm f/4.5-5.6 Telephoto Lens

$250

A-Mount

4.5 75-300mm

1500mm

55mm

Y

NP N N

DT 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 Zoom Lens

$220

A-Mount

3.5 18-55mm

250mm

55mm

Y

NP N N

DT 55-200mm f/4-5.6 Telephoto Lens

$200

A-Mount

4

950mm

55mm

Y

NP N N

DT 35mm f/1.8 Prime Lens

$220

A-Mount

1.8 35mm

230mm

55mm

Y

N

N N

DT 30mm f/2.8 Macro Lens

$200

A-Mount

2.8 30mm

130mm

49mm

Y

N

N N

DT 50mm f/1.8 Mid-Range Prime Lens

$170

A-Mount

1.8 50mm

340mm

49mm

Y

N

N N

TO SHAKE OR NOT TO SHAKE?

70-400mm

24mm

55-200mm

N N

N N
N N
N N

In still photography, the anti-shake lenses are optional depending on the type of photography that you do. For instance, a portrait
photographer who exclusively shoots with a tripod will never need to spend money on an anti-shake lens system. While shooting
video, it is always best to purchase a lens that has the anti-shake feature. You never know when you’ll need to follow a subject
around and a little shake to the camera operator may look like an epileptic seizure to the viewer.
However, image stabilization (IS) systems are not all rainbows and sunshine either. Optical image stabilization systems work
by making adjustments when the camera feels a wobble. Panning is a “wobble” to some systems. Some of the more modern IS
systems realize that panning is not shaking and will adjust accordingly. Other units have a “panning mode” which allows you to
manually inform your camera that you are panning, so that it doesn’t attempt to adjust for you. However, if you have an older lens
that doesn’t have either of these features, you can turn stabilization off altogether when you need to have that wobble.
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high end cameras, the 7D and 60D in the midrange and the highly acclaimed Rebel models at
the lower priced end of the spectrum.
Nikon offers the D4 and D800 at the top of
their line. For less expensive, but still amazing
cameras, they offer the D300 and the justreleased D600. For those on an even tighter
budget, there’s the popular D5100.
But these two are by no means the only
players in the DSLR game. Sony’s Alpha
cameras have been taking the market by
storm in recent years. Along with massive
support from Carl Zeiss lenses, the critically
acclaimed cameras are some of the best on
the market, rivaling equally priced competitors from the “Big Two.” Olympus, Pentax and
Sigma also offer inexpensive solutions for
videographers on a budget.
These cameras and more all work with interchangeable lens technology. Let’s take a closer
look at a few on the market today.

Lenses

Always remember the adage: “you get what
you pay for” when shopping for camera lenses.
Cheap lenses are just that – cheap. Most of
them are made of polycarbonate barrels and
lenses (as opposed to metal barrels and glass
lenses on higher-end products). However, we all
have budgets and some are smaller (and no less
important) than others, so we’ll cover a wide
range of camera lenses.
The camera manufacturers named above all
manufacture their own lenses however, Sigma
makes lenses to be lower-cost alternatives for
Nikon and Canon cameras, and then some. For
example, Sigma makes an 18-200mm zoom

CARL ZEISS, ONE OF THE BEST LENS
MAKERS IN THE WORLD, MAKES ALL
OF SONY’S HIGH-END LENSES.
lens for Canon, Nikon, PENTAX and Sony, as
well as their own Sigma cameras. Additionally,
German lens manufacturer Carl Zeiss, one of
the best lens makers in the world, makes all of
Sony’s high-end lenses. Since most Sony and
Konica Minolta lenses use the same mounting system, chances are good that there is a
Carl Zeiss lens for your Minolta. Obviously,
you should always check to make sure that
a lens will fit your camera body but you also

Sony www.sony.com

Filter Thread Size

Image Stabilization
Tripod Collar

Minimum Focus
Distance

70-200mm f/2.8 Telephoto Zoom Lens

www.sony.com

Focal Length

Price

Maximum Aperture

Model

Sony

Sony

Manufacturer

Lens Mount Types

DSLR lenes buyer’s guide

need to check that a lens will work properly on
your camera. Just because it fits, doesn’t mean
that it works. For instance, a Canon 1D with a
full-frame sensor uses an EF mount. A wide
angle lens with an EF-S mount won’t work on
this camera because the sensor is too big. EF-S
mounts will work on Canon Rebels, due to their
crop sensors. There are adapters available for
many lens types to fit your camera, but check
into how they fit. An auto-focus setting, for instance, might not work with an adapter and you
will need to work the mechanism manually.
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) lenses on your camera, as the computer systems
in the camera, are designed to properly communicate with the parts in the lens. However,
most high-end lenses (such as a Carl Zeiss for
your Canon 5D) have been tested, designed and
approved to work with the cameras listed by
the camera manufacturer’s suggested lens lists
and you can generally assume that it is made
properly.
If you are looking to buy lenses on a budget,
there are aftermarket companies, such as Vivitar, Bower, Rokinon and Samyang that may be
able to fit your needs.

Your Needs May Vary

Many video or still shooters use DSLR cameras
for the ability to have multiple lenses. Your lens
choices are very personal decisions, usually
based on needs and budgetary limits, but if you
are new to DSLR videography, consider yourself
warned that purchasing lenses can be a very
addicting, expensive, exciting and fun habit!
John McCabe runs a small production company dedicated to giving
hands-on experience to students while making quality video.
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with PostProduction

Since the 1990s when computers caught up to the
speed and storage necessary to do editing, we have
been on a whirlwind of ever-changing software and
hardware developments.
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or video and film post-production, things
were pretty stagnant for decades. In video
you edited linearly, tape-to-tape from one deck to
another. In film, you cut pieces of celluloid and
taped them together to create edits. Currently,
most editors have to upgrade their hardware
and software on average every three years just
to stay in the game. With high definition and
the expanding number of codecs and standards,
upgrading is now simply a part of life in postproduction and effects video editing.

F

Delivering It
Since the millennium, people saw the writing on
the wall about changing from the reliable, standard definition formats to HD. The problem for
most of us came in the form of proprietary hardware and codecs (compressor-decompressor).
When Panasonic went with its own 1280x720
DVCPRO HD format versus Sony’s high-end
1920x1080 HDCAM, and the prosumer level went
to HDV, people were suddenly inundated with
choices – many thousands of dollars in choices
that may not be deliverable to clients or anywhere else.
In the years since, the NLE (Non-Linear Editing)
software for video editing has compensated by
accommodating all options, as well as a lot of Web
delivery systems being better able to take in a variety of formats. The standardization is now in the
delivery formats. So we can now edit natively and
deliver our content in a more common format.
This makes the choice of video creation software
your most critical spending decision.
The big three programs, Apple’s Final Cut Pro,
Avid’s Media Composer and Adobe’s Premiere
Pro, as well as software like Sony Vegas Pro are
very versatile programs in that they can edit footage from nearly any camera and deliver in all of
the common formats. Prices range from $300 to
$2,500 for the software, but this is the best money
spent. As much flak as Final Cut Pro X has generated, with the latest updates, several professional
features have been added back in.
Separate video titling software is a thing of
the past. Integrated video titling software has
replaced pricey plug-ins or separate programs to
add lower-thirds, basic titles, and even complex
text graphics. Video creation software has always
included some degree of video titling software,
but most editing software includes fairly intuitive
and advanced titling.

Defining It
One of the keys to upgrading software and defining its necessity is compatibility. As hardware for

the computer or your cameras change, software
changes accordingly. Adobe, Apple and Avid all
release updates to coincide with the latest camera models. This has become especially prevalent with the advent of tapeless cameras. Each
camera has its own codec, some with varying
bitrates. As cameras evolve, so must our software
and hardware.
Adobe has started a monthly leasing option
for a license of its software because the trends
are changing so fast and updates are more frequent. For some people this might be the most
cost-effective option, but for power users, the
traditional purchase might be better. New terms
of service agreements are even now stating that
if you do not upgrade, you might lose the license
to use the software anyway.

Archiving It
Since cameras have moved away from tapebased recording, the benefits of post-production
are evident, but the danger still remains for loss
of footage. Cameras that shoot data-only require
that data to be archived or once it is deleted it
is gone forever. Tapes don’t hog up space on a
hard drive and a Mini DV tape takes up very little
physical space on a shelf so it’s easy to save the
entire raw footage from a shoot. As much as digi-
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Editing programs go through regular upgrades, and sometimes the user interfaces are vastly different – moving
windows, shifting buttons and providing user preferences.
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tizing may have been a real time hassle, the long
term benefits should not be overlooked.
In today’s world, there are a few ways of
archiving raw footage from tapeless formats.
There are hard drives, but the danger there is
that over time, they have a tendency to fail, and
you are utilizing a lot of hard drive space for
footage you might not ever use. I have found that
optical discs are the most cost effective method
for archiving. A portable Blu-ray burner with
low-cost 25GB discs keeps all my projects safely
stored. Discs have a shelf life of more than 20
years. And if security is the issue, data tape may
be slow, but it’s still largely considered to be a
safe method of archiving projects with a highly
reliable record of recovery.

Broadcasting It
In the analog days, rarely would a broadcast station
accept consumer video submissions due to the
level of the VHS or similar format not being considered what they termed “broadcast quality.” Unless
it was an amazing, exclusive shot, of something
like Elvis being abducted by Martians, or, more
realistically a raging tornado wiping out a neighborhood – and they really wanted it – they’d turn
your offer down.
When digital consumer footage hit the streets,
the broadcast stations continued to use this excuse,
but the real reason they couldn’t use your footage then was the lack of necessary technology
to dub the footage. In the last year alone, many
more broadcast outlets began accepting non-tape
formats and even HD content. Two years ago, this
was unheard of. HD had too many flavors and
standards, and in a lot of cases, cable companies
and even TV stations didn’t have the
ability to add HD content.
Now, everything delivers in either the
MPEG2
or

User groups are great resources for sharing and
learning with people that use the same software
you do.

H.264 formats with specifications that the current
software has presets for. The increase in sales of
LCD/LED/plasma TVs have generated a need for
more HD content, even on the local level.

Upgrading It
Because software companies are also outputting entirely new versions much more quickly
than before, making the decision to upgrade
has gotten tougher. Not everyone can afford to
upgrade to a new version of their software every
10-12 months, even though upgrading is usually
a fraction of buying it new (e.g. $695 new, $249
to upgrade). In most cases, the need to upgrade
should be based on your camera’s requirements
right now. As you get a new camera, if your current software cannot handle the codec or does
not have the necessary presets, then you will
most likely need to upgrade your software.
In most cases, you can be fairly safe to
upgrade every other version of software. The
changes from a version two to version three
are minor compared to version two to four. The
companies still offer discounts for upgrading
even from earlier versions. The longer you wait
to upgrade, however, the more expensive the cost
for the latest version.
Software can also mean a hardware video
editing equipment upgrade too. Newer software
gets developed for the latest video cards, more
RAM, faster CPUs, and more hard drive space.
This drives the need to buy a new computer or
at least new components.
With DSLRs in the video market, computers
have had to get more RAM and faster processors
to handle the codecs from these cameras.
Along with low compression/high
bitrate cameras like the Panasonic AG-AF100, and especially the professional cinema
cameras like the RED ONE,
you need a lot of additional
CPU power just to make basic
cuts.

industry changes in technology very easy. Sites
like Vimeo.com have become a way to see video
examples of footage from the latest cameras,
including prototype models. You can also see
graphics and plug-ins used inside visual effects
video samples. People create groups and playlists
based on software or cameras, so you can see
entire collections of samples of these looks. This
has been one of the greatest advantages we have
had with high speed Internet becoming so common, as well as HD monitors to view footage.
User groups and groups within Facebook

Saving your work is necessary beyond pressing
Command/Ctrl+S. You might try archiving your
video by Blu-ray to create a physical backup.
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also show everyone what is trending in postproduction as well. Seeing what actual users have
to say, without a filter, can be jarring, but they are
usually raw and honest opinions.
In the end, every user is different. Your
requirements are always going to be best suited
to your camera setups and how long those suit
your needs, and then the software will follow.
Software evolves to match the cameras and
hardware. If your projects are still in standard
definition, then you really don’t need a lot of
computing power by today’s standards. Once
you upgrade to a newer camera, you will find
that a 2003 editing software may not be able to
even see the footage much less edit it.

FREE DOWNLOAD

www.videomaker.com/freenews

Gain access to a whole library of
Free Training Reports when you sign up!
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Many people use
video résumés
or demo reels to
show their skills to
potential employers
or clients. For people
in the visual world of
video production, it’s
even more critical.
Here are some tips
on what you should
show and what
should end up on the
editing room floor.

emo Reels – we all know
we need one and most of us
need multiple versions, but
what makes an effective and
motivating demo reel? It’s
your work but how do you
organize it and make it sizzle, jump
out and stand above the rest? How
do you capture what is unique about
you and your video production? Can
you do it yourself or do you need an
editor?

Define Your Work

First, define what you do and what
you have to sell. One demo reel
does not fit all needs. Not even close.
You want to highlight what you do
without alienating anyone viewing
your reel. If you’re submitting as a
possible director of photography to a
director you don’t want to send a reel
that highlights what a wonderful and
experienced director you are. It might
intimidate the director who is making
this decision. If you’re a producer, director, director of photography, writer,
professional wedding shooter/producer, editor, or any other production
position, you should have a reel for
each job you do. If you’re submitting
to do color correction the entire demo
should highlight before and after

If you’re an on-screen talent, you can
get away with a video résumé that
isn’t edited too tightly, but if you’re
applying for a shot at an editor’s gig,
you better make sure there are no
flashframes unless they’re intentional!

How do you get the material?

You have the right to ask for examples
of services you have provided to others
in order to make a demo reel. Most
production companies or producers
understand that you will need examples of the work you’ve done for
them. You should offer to provide the
medium that you want the examples
placed upon by providing blank DVDs,
a memory stick or a hard drive. I’m
asked for material all the time, and yes,
it’s a pain to get the material pulled
together, but its part of my responsibility to provide them with a way to find
more work. It’s also OK to ask more
than once if the material isn’t provided
in a reasonable time frame.

How do I organize all this?

You have compiled examples of your
work from various sources and now
you have to decide what to do with
them. Unfortunately, most people
viewing your material won’t watch
your entire reel. People tend to want

Define what you do and what you have to sell. One
demo reel does not fit all needs. Not even close. You
want to highlight what you do without alienating anyone viewing your reel.
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examples of how you make chicken
salad appetizing out of something that
didn’t originally look so tasty – not
examples of your camera work.
One thing you need to remember,
when applying for a position is to
show your own skills, not someone
else’s. Are you a lighting expert?
Showing different light setups and
lovely before and after scenes would
be a plus – and don’t focus too much
on the shooting of the scene, unless
you’re applying for cinematographer.
VI D EO MA K ER >>> FEBRUA RY 20 13

to save the best for last, however
you really need to catch them in the
first few seconds and fight to keep
them watching. A producer, director, production coordinator or even a
potential client needs to be engaged
in the first few moments of viewing. If
you’re not a gifted editor you should
probably work with one to create
these reels. Put your best material first
and consider creating an opening that
is an edited version of your work set
to music.
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Videoguys.com is your source for online training
NEW! Class On Demand On Demand Training Titles

800-323-2325
10-12 Charles St., Glen Cove, NY 11542 • 516-759-1611 • Fax 516-671-3092 • sales@videoguys.com

Videoguys.com is your source for Class On Demand Training cards which may be
used for ON-Demand streaming of any training available at classondemand.net! New
courses are now available for Avid Media Composer 6.5 and Symphony 6.5, Adobe
Premiere Pro CS6 and Photoshop CS6, EDIUS Pro 6.5 and more. The COD Black
Card has up to a $199 value and entitles you to choose any single title from online
training library and access that course at any time for up to 2 years.
$

9995

Videoguys.com is your source for video editing software

putting clip after clip from different weddings
you have shot.
If you feel you need to use finished clips on
your reel to show the quality of recorded sound,
the intensity of the actor’s moments or the finished overall effect of part of a commercial, you
can place pieces of your work after a produced
lead-in piece but keep the whole demo reel under
three minutes in length. If they want more finished work from you afterwards, they will ask for
it. Leave them wanting more of you.

Though most of
your work will
be seen online,
it’s good to offer
a physical copy
of your demo
reel as well. A
disc provides a
physical reminder of you and
your skills.

Editing and Graphics
If you’re a professional wedding video creator, editing your demo to a dynamic piece of
music might well be the way to separate you
from the crowd of wedding video producers. A
dynamic piece of music with quick cuts of the
celebratory elements of different weddings that
dissolves into a romantic piece of music which
features softer images and highlights of the
warm moments from your weddings might be
the way to show the range of your work. This
might well be a better demo reel for you than

A SAMPLE OF ONE WAY TO
ORGANIZE A REEL FOR A
WEDDING VIDEOGRAPHER
Images set to music and supported by graphics:
Opening – montage of different types of weddings
– 15 seconds
Pre-wedding preparation videos – 15 seconds
Standard indoor environments – churches – 15
seconds
Outdoor environments – 15 seconds
Romantic moments – couple shots – 15 seconds
Party moments – after wedding reception shots –
15 seconds
Wedding photos – collage of wedding photos with
dissolves and effects between shots – 15 seconds
Testimonials from satisfied clients – both parents
and participants – 20 seconds
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Even if you’re not creating an editing reel you
want your samples well organized, cleverly edited
and impressively presented. Remember, we are
fighting for more viewing time from the decisionmaker. Spend some time thinking about the best
way to present your work and create some kind
of opening piece that is engaging and impressive.
This opening could be 30 seconds or it could be
your entire demo if your work can be displayed
most effectively in an edited collage which has
pace, tempo, and rhythm possibly set to music
with all of your clips appearing as B-roll, (video
with the original sound removed, and set to narration or music). Any editing platform you’re using
to make your reel will have a graphics package.
Use it to create clean, clear graphics throughout
your demo reel. Build title graphics for each major
section and identify important information about
each clip in supporting graphics. If your skills
aren’t in titles and graphics, make that a simple,
clean task. Nothing screams amateur more than
out-dated or unnecessary, over-the-top graphics.

Separating You From the Crowd

Some successful demo reels have the person
whose work is featured doing a direct-to-camera
opening as part of the reel. The person actually
hosts his or her own reel. This can work as long as
the interface is well done and the hosted moments
are short. It is an opportunity to let them meet
you, but your reel is about your work, not you.
Editing and graphic effects reels tend to be very
creative and cutting edge; not only featuring the
work they have done, but putting it in a demo reel
which itself is very visual and can be stunning.
You get points for being creative but make sure
you are always selling your work and not just you.
If you’re going to have elements of humor
in your reel they should be truly funny, not
semi-funny; and remember, it’s still really
about your work. Some people have testimoni-
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Crossgrade
to Avid Media
Composer 6.5

Adobe
Creative
Cloud for
Teams

NEW! SONY
Vegas Pro 12

Crossgrade to
Grass Valley
EDIUS Pro 6.5

Avid Media Composer
6.5 is the top choice
Imagine if your
for professional film
team always had
and video editing in the
the best tools.
Limited time only...
industry. Whether you
Imagine if they
$
00
edit movies, TV shows, commercials,
could save time by seamlessly $
00
/year
or other video, this industry-standard
sharing files from any device.
That’s Adobe® Creative Cloud™ for teams. You get the nonlinear editor provides 64-bit performance, easy-to-use
video editing tools, and streamlined HD, file-based, and
entire collection of CS6 tools and exclusive updates,
stereo 3D workflows. Its open platform enables you to
along with lots of team-specific features that make
work with the gear you have or want and integrate into
working together — and managing licenses — easier
any workflow. Plus, it’s designed to eliminate bottlenecks,
than ever. All for one affordable annual subscription
price. Creative Cloud for teams gives you Premiere Pro, enabling you to work faster than ever.
After Effects, Photoshop, Illustrator, Flash & much more Avid Media Composer 6.5 upgrades available starting at $488

999

599

The editing application
of choice for major
broadcasters and video
professionals worldwide,
EDIUS Pro 6.5 adds new
features for better editing
$
00
and faster operations.
for a limited time
It’s the perfect choice for multiformat
editing EDIUS®, by Grass Valley™, supports real-time
editing of all popular standard-definition (SD) and high
definition (HD) formats. EDIUS nonlinear editing software
is designed for any broadcast and postproduction
environment, especially those using newer, tapeless
forms of video recording and storage.

299

Combining a familiar
track-based timeline
with 100s of thoughtful
workflow innovations,
Vegas Pro 12 simplifes
the editing process
$
00
while offering the
high-end performance
and features you’ve come to expect in an award-winning
NLE. Supporting more formats, more workflows, and more
creative control than ever before, Vegas Pro 12 makes it
easy to deliver your message and express your artistic
vision. Includes DVD Architect & Dolby Encoder software

599

Also available without DVD Architect & Dolby Encoder
as the Sony Vegas Pro Edit - $399.95

Videoguys.com is your source for hardware I/O solutions

59900

$

Matrox MXO2 Mini with Matrox MAX

HD I/O with faster than realtime H.264 Encoding!
Regardless of what tapeless formats you shoot on, or
computer, or application you edit with; Matrox MXO2
Mini turns your TV with HDMI into a pro-grade video
monitor with color calibration tools. MXO2 Mini MAX
gives you full resolution, full-frame-rate, multi-layer,
realtime video editing via Matrox RT™ technology;
and faster than realtime H.264 encoding

1,395

$

00

Matrox MXO2 LE MAX

Pro I/O Plus Faster than Realtime H.264 Encoding!
Highly-reliable, broadcast-quality I/O via HDMI, SDI,
and analog; professional audio I/O; and HDMI video
monitoring with calibration controls including blue-only.
You also benefit from a wide variety of HD and SD
workflows with 10-bit hardware up/down/cross scaling
engine & support for file-based formats and industrystandard codecs. MAX gives you faster than realtime
H.264 encoding

AJA T-TAP
Thunderbolt
Powered SDI
& HDMI Output

1,49500

$

29900

$

T-TAP is a very small
Thunderbolt bus-powered
device for high-quality 10-bit SD, HD and 2K output
through SDI and HDMI connections. This adapter
enables a simple, unobtrusive means of getting
professional video & audio out of any Thunderbolt Mac
system. T-TAP supports everything from SD to HD to 2K
and 3D with pristine 10-bit quality, even over HDMI, and
all with 8-channel embedded audio.

AJA IoXT Thunderbolt I/O
Io XT connects to your Mac with Thunderbolt cable &
provides another Thunderbolt connector for chaining
other devices, such as storage, making it perfect for on
set, or in the edit suite. Compact, portable & powerful, it’s
loaded with high-end features including 3G/Dual-link/HD/
SD-SDI, Component Analog, and HDMI connectivity.

Videoguys.com is your source for video storage solutions, GPU and other add-on hardware
NEW! BluStor
Complete Blu-ray Disc
Archiving Solution

Videoguys.com is your
source for Plug-Ins

G-Technology
G-RAID

Finally, a complete
Blu-ray Archiving
solution for your
digital videos, photos,
multimedia, music & more!
$
00
The BluStor bundle includes
everything you need to back up your work, your memories, and
your digital life to high-capacity, long-term reliable and secure
Blu-ray discs! Bundle includes Pioneer BDR-XD04 Protable USB2
Blu-ray Disc Writer, Digistor REWIND archiving software for PC or
Mac and two BD-R 50GB Discs.
Also available: BluStor XL with two 100GB BD-XL discs - $199.00

149

NewBlue FX
Titler Pro

Professional Video
Storage Solutions

G-RAID – A dual drive,
now with USB3 starting at
professional RAID 0 storage solution with
$
00
high-speed USB 3.0 and FireWire interfaces.
Designed for professional content creation
applications, G-RAID supports simultaneous playback of multiple
layers of HDV/DVCPRO HD ProRes 422 HQ with the leading video
editing applications, including Apple Final Cut Pro®, AVID Media
Composer® and Adobe Premiere®. An all aluminum enclosure,
soft power switch and quiet &lquo;smart&rquo; fan round out
G-RAID’s professional feature set.
Now also available with Thunderbolt Connectivity!

79900

$

399

NVIDIA Quadro 4000 by PNY
Support the Adobe Mercury Playback
Engine on PC or Mac! The NVIDIA Quadro
4000 by PNY is a true technological
breakthrough delivering excellent
performance for all video applications with
256 CUDA parallel processing cores.

Videoguys.com is your source for video streaming and production
Matrox VS4

Telestream
Wirecast Pro

Quad HD Capture Card

Live Streaming
Production Software

In a single PCIe slot,
Matrox VS4 provides up to
Advanced production
four independent HD-SDI
$
00
inputs with up to 8 embedded
features & multiple source
$
00
inputs for users who want
audio channels per SDI source. Matrox VS4 not only
to stream or record professional broadcasts to
sends video feeds to Wirecast for streaming, it simultaneously
live or on-demand audiences. With added support for IP cameras,
provides ISO recording of all the original video and audio feeds to
plus scoreboards, and virtual sets, this is the perfect solution for
disk – ready for post-event editing.
broadcasting live sporting events or advanced studio production.
Videoguys Special Hardware & Software Bundle Offer!
Save when you buy the Matrox VS4 hardware together with Telestream Wirecast Pro for Windows! Complete streaming bundle only $2,395

1,495

950

Videoguys.com is your source for Audio & Microphones
Shure

FP Wireless
Mic Systems
When
portability
is required, FP Wireless and its intuitive,
flexible components are the ideal solution.
FP5 receiver w/trans & lapel mic - $499
FP5 with SM58 Handheld Mic - $499

Livestream
Broadcaster

47900

$

HD Live Video to the web without a PC
The Livestream Broadcaster is an HD live
broadcasting device that works seamlessly
with the New Livestream service to deliver
the industry’s first affordable unlimited adfree HD live streaming end-to-end solution.

Azden 330

Samson ZOOM
H4n Audio
Recorder

Dual-Channel OnCamera UHF Systems

The H4n has become
the “go to” solution for
DSLR. The H4n offers
DSLR cameras its incredibly $
sensitive onboard mics and
4-channel recording capabilities.

229

95

Features 188 UserSelectable frequencies
displayed on an LCD.
with 2 lapel mics - $699
Handheld & lapel - $769
Lapel & XLR- $739

Azden SMX-20

13900

$

Stereo Mic for DSLR Cameras
Designed to work with DSLRs,
the SMX-20 offers directional high
quality stereo sound. Includes
windscreen, LR-44 battery & mount

Create beautiful,
complex and
compelling 3D and 2D
title graphics through
a fast and intuitive
workspace. Tap
$
95
into rich styles and
dynamic animations,
which will enliven your production with
a quick to learn interface for immediate,
stunning results.

299

Red Giant
Magic Bullet
Suite
Designed by colorist
& film director Stu
Maschwitz, this Suite
produces Hollywood$
00
style results on an
indie budget. Its 9 tools
let you capture the emotion of your subject,
making your footage more personal and
compelling. Includes Cosmo & Looks 2

719

Tiffen Dfx 3.0
Video/Film
Plug-In
Simulating 2,000+
Tiffen glass
filters, specialized
$
95
lenses, optical lab
processes, film grain,
exacting color correction, plus natural light &
photographic effects plug-in for Adobe After
Effects®, Adobe Premiere Pro, Apple Final
Cut Pro®, and Avid® Editing Systems.

499

Go to Videoguys.com for more plug-ins!
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SAD BUT TRUE

Never underestimate the value of learning from someone who has worked in the trenches and knows what
potential employers might seek. A few years ago Videomaker had a job opening for a staff video producer.
For obvious reasons we required not just a paper résumé, but a video demo showing work done and demonstrating video producing skills. One young man who applied for the job was clearly too inexperienced and
“raw” for this highly polished position and based on his demo reel, he’d never considered how he should
organize his work for a video résumé. He sent two DVDs consisting of three hours of footage, raw, badly
edited, some had multiple takes... really sorry stuff. Feeling like he could do with some tips about putting a
résumé together for his job search, I took considerable time to evaluate his work and sent him a very thorough critique with tips for shooting, editing and condensing his footage to just the “best of.” He replied with
one word: “Whatever.” I’m assuming he’s still living in his grandmother’s garage.
- Jennifer O’Rourke, Videomaker Managing Editor

als on their reel, and if they are short sound
bites or if they are from celebrities or terrific
titles, that can help; especially if presented as
a ‘bonus’ feature on a DVD. Many people have
presented their demo reel so that it is very interactive by giving the viewer the opportunity
to click on what they want in order to watch
what they want. Remember, though, even
these reels should have an automatic dynamic
opening before you go to the interactive menu.

How to Deliver “The Goods”

We used to send our demo reels on video tape
and then on DVDs, but now we’re often presenting online. You should still have DVDs as a
means of submitting to production companies
or sending out unsolicited demos. They’re a
physical reminder to anyone to whom you

Nothing screams amateur more
than out-dated or unnecessary,
over-the-top graphics.
submit that they have your reel and whenever
they encounter the actual DVD it will bring you
to their minds. You can post your demo pieces
on video sharing sites such as YouTube or Vimeo
as a means of sending links to clients and having
them view your work quickly on line. Both sites
are reliable and easy to manage as you load your
work although Vimeo has a more polished, professional look to it. Make sure that you have the
rights to post whatever you put on these sites.
This includes the music you use in your opening, or anywhere on your demo.
Developing your own website is the best way
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to control the overall experience for anyone
wanting to explore your work. You can sculpt
the experience any way you desire as you will
be totally in control of how they encounter your
work. If you aren’t a Web designer you might
want to have a developer work with you. There
are, however, many Web-based programs and
applications that can help you create your own
website. Many video professionals are using
social media as a means of driving their careers.
They use Facebook and other social sites to
not only post their reels, but also to allow their
friends to view their work and offer comments.
This is a way to get a large group of people to
view your work and get feedback regarding how
well it is working.

What now?

As you design your demo reel, make sure it is
simple to go back in and add new material as
you gain it. You should refresh your reel every
six months. Keep it dynamic and let it sell your
skills. Keep in mind that the decision maker
who is looking to hire you is not just looking
to just hire talented people, but people they
want to collaborate with. Make sure your demo
isn’t off-putting or so ego-driven that you seem
difficult or elitist. Competent, creative, detail
oriented, professional, dynamic – any of these
terms are what you’d love your demo reel to say
about you.
Randal K. West is an award winning documentary filmmaker who
has also directed hundreds of National television commercials. He is
currently the Executive Director of the Fairfield Arts and Convention
Center and the Artistic Director for the Stephen Sondheim Center for
the Performing Arts.
For comments, email: editor@videomaker.com, use article
#15645 in the subject line. You can comment and rate this
article by going online: www.videomaker.com/article/15645
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Shooting Video All Alone
A shoot always go smoother if you

Once You’re There

have someone who can tape down

Don’t leave your gear unattended and lock it
up if you do.
Traveling with video equipment can be difficult.
You bring a lot of gear with you and you can’t
hold on to all of it at the same time. You may have
a camera, some lenses, and a laptop and while
you’re shooting you don’t want to have to have
the laptop strapped to your back along with all the
lenses, so setting these things down becomes a
priority.
In 2004 I was covering the Republican Convention in New York City; surrounded by lots of cargo
locks like the ones made by Rightline Gear. They
won’t stop a determined thief with tools, but they
will prevent thefts of opportunity and will give
you some peace of mind if you have to set your
gear down somewhere.

cables, get coffee, and move lights
for you. But it’s not always the case.

“Many hands make light the work,”
the saying goes. This is particularly
true in video productions.
Video directing is a tough business,
and it’s tougher when you’re the crew
as well. Sometimes, for whatever reasons you can’t have an assistant with
you. In this feature, we’ll look at some
ways to get things done all by your
lonesome.

Before You Get There

Pack Light, Don’t Check Bags
I travel a lot and I usually go by myself
because one plane ticket is cheaper
than two. Because of this, I always
try to avoid checking bags; it can be
costly and it’s always time-consuming
so I try to fit everything in a photo
backpack and a personal bag which
means I can be on and off the plane
quickly and I know that I can handle
all my baggage myself.
Pack clothes you can wash in a
sink and dry overnight. Lately my
biggest gear joy has not been a fancy
new electronic gadget but rather the
discovery of super-lightweight convertible hiking pants from places like
Eastern Mountain Sports or REI. These
retail for about $50 and pack into
a space about a third of the size of
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Use a cabled lock
when you must leave
gear unattended. This
will keep it together
and deter thieves who
might want to seize
your gear.
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dard carry-on bag. Pay attention to ones made by
professional videographers, see what they bring
and how their style compares to yours.

regular pants. Backpackers, more than
anyone else, appreciate the concept of
packing light.
Pack Consistently
If you don’t have an assistant to tear
through things looking for a lighting
gel, you need to be extremely consistent in your packing; a place for everything and everything in its place. It
takes longer to pack up, but it’s easier
to find things. I also usually pack my
clothes and toiletries in a removable
packing cube so it’s easy to take everything non-video related out at once
and leave it in the hotel. This avoids
the embarrassing possibility of all of
your skimpy leopard print underwear
spilling out onto the studio floor while
you’re looking for an SD card reader.
Pack Thorough: Bring a backup for
everything essential.
Bringing a backup of everything
doesn’t mean that you need a spare
Panasonic AG-AC7
if that’s what your
main camera is, but
rather that you’ve answered the question
“what will I use if
my AG-AC7 breaks?”
You backup might
be a tiny Panasonic

Don’t be Afraid to Deputize
Very often when I arrive on site the first thing that
happens is someone asks “Is there anything I can
do to help?” For many people the snap response
is: “No thanks, I have it all under control.” But if
people are offering, make use of them! What you
may be thinking of as an unskilled assistant who
knows nothing about video is really someone
from the area who knows the people you’ll be
working with and the layout of the town. Possible
jobs:
• Can you find an out-of-the-way place where
people can wait so they won’t be in the area we’ll
be shooting in?
• Can you distribute this schedule to everybody?
• Can you get people to sign these model releases?
• Can you help block off this area to shoot in?
• I’m going to put some cables down on the carpet, can you tape them down so nobody trips on
them?
• Can you find a restaurant around here that delivers and have them send over some food?

LUMIX DMC-GF1, it doesn’t have to
be identical, and it doesn’t have to be
top-of-the-line, but it has to work if
Plan A fails. In a perfect world when
you find you have no three prong
outlets available, you can send an
assistant to the hardware store for
converters, or to the electronics store
if you’re out of SD cards or DV tapes
or batteries. When you’re shooting
solo, you have to have anticipated all
of this before you left home.
So if you’re packing light and packing thorough … wait, how do you do
that?
Skimp on things that you don’t
need on set and that you can buy at
your location. If there’s a choice between bringing an extra shirt or socks
and an extra battery, bring the battery.
You can buy socks when you get into
town. When putting things in your
luggage think “how will this item help
me, what will I do if I don’t have it?”
Bulky clothing items that you may
need on location, like a suit jacket,
you can wear on the plane rather than
packing. YouTube is filled with packing videos, (I kid you not) some can be
very helpful. You’ve not seen packing
until you’ve watched a flight attendant
from Milan fit 40 outfits into a stan-
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by D ave S niadak
Take a Minute Before Setting Up
My grandfather, an electrician, always used to
say “study the hazards” and it’s a very useful aphorism for video producing. When you
arrive at your location, take a minute to walk
around, consider the spaces you have available
and what your needs are. Will you be setting up
between people and an exit or a restroom? Will
street noise affect you? Where are the electrical outlets? Working by yourself you won’t have

SHOOTING VIDEO BY YOURSELF IS RARELY
THE MOST OPTIMAL SOLUTION BUT VERY
OFTEN IT'S NECESSARY.
someone to run outside and tell the guy with the
leaf-blower to buzz off or to run to the hardware
store and fetch extension cords.
If it can Move, Tape it Down
Someone tripping over your power cord is bad
for many reasons: one, because you don’t want
your talent on camera with a broken nose and
two, because they can knock your lights or camera over. For this reason it’s a really good idea
to “dress” all the cables on your set with some
gaffer’s tape. Keep the area where you and your
talent will be moving free from obstructions.
Twice I’ve had strong gusts of winds blow
over a top-heavy camera and a relatively sturdy
tripod. Luckily in neither case was there equipment damage so severe that the shoot couldn't
limp along, and on one occasion I got a really

great shot as camera and stand tumbled down
the hood of a car, smashing every bit of attached
plastic along the way. While it’s not practical
to try to tape down a camera or light stand in a
field or at the top of a mountain, you can brace
the legs with weights.
You’ll see video catalogs advertising bags filled
with 20 pounds of lead shot and while I admit
this is probably the best thing for bracing tripod
legs, I can’t imagine anyone but a pro-wrestler
who would throw three of them onto his carry
on. If you’ve got a car at your disposal you may
add them to your arsenal, but you can also prop
your camera bag up against a tripod leg to help
keep it from tipping over or use stones or logs if
any present themselves.
Dealing With Talent
There are multiple types of talent that videographers deal with, and all require good customer
management skills. Two big distinctions are “onair talent” and “waiting to be on air talent.”
Imagine you’re providing some corporate video
production services and doing interviews with 20
office managers from Dunkin' Brands. There are
two key issues – one is getting the best interview
with the talent in front of your camera, and the
other is not annoying the other 19. On-air talent
are often nervous and usually prefer not to be
ogled by their peers. Moving 19 people to another
room is a good idea but don’t forget that you need
to provide for their comfort. Food, seating, climate
control and a printed schedule will help keep
everyone happy. This is something that should be
planned for long before you arrive on site.

Conclusion

Shooting by yourself is rarely the most optimal
solution but very often it’s necessary. Assistants
are useful because they allow for unplanned
events – you can continue to work while an assistant puts out fires. In many cases, extensive
pre-planning before your event can cut down
on the need for an extra pair of hands. And, in
some cases where you may not expect it, extra
hands are available if you ask. Don’t be afraid to
put idle volunteers to work. Do you have a secret
weapon for working alone? Let’s hear about it in
the Videomaker forums.
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Contributing Editor Kyle Cassidy is a visual artist who writes
extensively about technology.

Adding weight to your tripod should be painless and using what you've got on your
shoulders is a sensible idea. If you can clip the bag through your tripod, it will help
ensure that your tripod (and bag) will stay put.
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Producing Talent Scout Videos
Before the stars started shining
on the big screen, playing field or
concert halls, they likely came from
humble beginnings, and most likely
somoene made a video for them.
Getting spotted by big league producers, scouts and casting directors
doesn’t happen by chance. Odds are
the names you see on the screens
- big and small - had their talents discovered on a tape or DVD right after
someone said, “You gotta check this
one out!” The real stars, often overlooked, are the creative minds giving
those talent’s scouting video direction and life. As video professionals,
we seldom set out to produce talent
scouting tapes. In fact, it’s usually
done out of chance or as a favor to
a friend or colleague who is chasing
the bright lights of stardom. Whether
you’re dealing with high school sports
stars, or novice indie film actors, talent
can shine through even the grainiest,
dimly lit videos. However, as video
professionals, our favors tend to
reflect our own talents as much as the
individuals we’re highlighting.
Just like you strive for excellence
in your own video projects, you can

carve out a name for yourself directing film talent in the creation of
scouting tapes. In this column, we’ll
talk with some industry professionals who’ve been on both sides of the
camera and who know what it takes
to deliver results, and earn a few
bucks at the same time.

Shooting Stars in the Making

From coast to coast, communities
make their weekly autumnal trek to
the local football field, sitting under
the Friday night lights, watching the
“boys of fall” battle it out against

Isolating the talent
by using circles,
arrows, or other
graphics helps direct
the viewers eye to
the intended subject.
Without these visual
aids, it can be nearly
impossible to identify
the right person.

For comments, email: editor@videomaker.com, use article
#15634 in the subject line. You can comment and rate this
article by going online: www.videomaker.com/article/15634
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their cross town rivals. Many have
vested interests in watching every
week. Their kids are playing, the
neighborhood paperboy is the linebacker, and so on. However, there’s a
select number of attendees who are
there to spot the proverbial diamonds
in the rough.
While the top flight talent tend to
get noticed at an early age and tend
to get their names in the paper ad
nauseam, there are lesser-know players who strive to follow their superstar
sidekicks on to the next level. While
a recruiter or coach may see them
make a big play, parents and coaches
may commission a video professional
proficient in sports videography to
document their season and create
scouting tapes.
Sports videography isn’t just about
capturing the action as it happens, it’s
about setting the stage with effective cutaways, reactions, and ambient
sound woven together to make the
viewer feel like they were there. Give
your video direction by isolating the
talent you’re highlighting - perhaps by
using graphics like an arrow or circle
- which can help the individual stand
out in a crowded huddle.
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Beyond the Banner Season

Another spin on the sports scouting tape is to
produce a team highlight reel, showcasing a
group of players and recapping an entire season of games, instead of just an individual. Matt
Sacks, a former broadcast sports anchor and
sideline reporter, started a company that does
just that.
“The best thing to do is start with your best
footage,” Sacks, owner of Be Noticed Productions based in South Florida, said in a statement
sent to Videomaker. “The person watching the
tape will know right away if they want to continue watching.”
Sacks said applying journalistic principles
can greatly improve the storytelling element of
your videos. Sports videography looks pretty
similar regardless of what level you’re shooting,
but it’s the subtle touches a true storyteller can
add that sets the finished product apart.
“Most of these tapes have a similar look to
them,” added Sacks. “Throwing in a unique
wrinkle to the video is great customer service.
Getting referrals years down the road because
of something you did for someone else is great.

A RECIPE FOR SUCCESS
In the world of broadcast news, the shelf life for a TV personality
is cyclical. On-air personalities will typically sign a multiple-year
contract - anywhere from two to five years, depending on their role.
Reporters who aren’t able to edit their own scouting tapes - known
in the industry as resume tapes - sometimes due to union restrictions, or lack of familiarization with the software, rely on colleagues
to help produce their resume tapes.
Barry Wolf, a photojournalist at WKYC-TV in Cleveland, Ohio,
is often asked by colleagues to help produce resume tapes. While
Barry seldom takes payment for his efforts - he prefers someone
buying him dinner for his time - he does have the critical eye needed
to piece together great reels.
“Industry pros know what it takes to get hired,” said Wolf during
a Facebook exchange with Videomaker. “Remember, though, that
every market is different and everyone is a critic. Do research on
the market you’re trying to land in and figure out what kind of projects the hiring managers would want to see.”
Wolf added that while innovation is great for ratings, it won’t
always ensure you’ll get an interview or even a second look for the
decision makers.
“Resume tapes tend to focus on the wrong things. Highlighting
both the talent and the content is something that shows a reporter
or anchor can truly offer substance, not just a pretty face. Give the
person watching the tape a different approach...content is key in a
resume tape.”
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It’s a win-win-win-win for the players, coaches,
parents, and my business.”
Sports videography skills can translate to more
than just highlight reels and recruiting tapes.
Coaches on every level are always looking for a
competitive edge and have been known to outsource the video direction of their talent evaluation process for current and potential players.
Todd Tryon is a former indoor football star
who has moved into the front office for the Sioux
Falls Storm, a championship-caliber team from
the Indoor Football League. Tryon and his staff
document every workout on tape, isolating players who need extra attention, or possibly replacement, if they don’t perform up to expectation.
“While most of our players come to us through
referrals, we do lean on video quite a bit,” said
Tryon over an e-mail conversation with Videomaker. “It’s a good backup policy for us.”
Obviously, we can’t all align our services with
professional sports franchises or upper echelon
collegiate programs. Consider contacting your
local little league association, or youth sports programming director and offer up your services. You
may offer up the option of shooting a series of
games, then sell the highlights for a premium. Either way, everyone wins. You make some money,
and the young sluggers have timeless memories
to share for years to come.

reel is something almost all casting
directors are asking for.
Deraney added. “If you don’t have
one professionally made, it shows
that you’re new. That’s an opinion I’ve
heard at workshops across the board.”
Deraney is a believer in working
with professional video talent.
“I have an editor with the equipment
and experience to put my reel together.
I give him the footage I want to use, and
he puts it all together - even giving suggestions on changes.” Deraney mentioned his editor charges by the hour, so
being prepared before stepping into the
edit suite is key. “You may decide to use
music in the background, or a specific
font for your graphics, so know what
styles you want in advance!”

Gearing Up

As with any new video venture, never
invest in gear that’s greater than the

FEBRUARY 2013

work you expect to do. If your aim
is to land on the sidelines of an NFL
stadium, having top shelf gear is a
necessity. That said, if you’re going to
record and share the local community
theater performances, a six-figure
camera package is overkill. Here are a
few items you’ll need to get started:
• HD Camcorders - The content
you’re capturing must look its best.
Good HD camcorders tend to start
around $1,500 for professional grade
results, though some consumer cameras run significantly less. Consider a
camera with interchangeable lenses
so you can add greater zoom distance
and depth of field; crucial to isolating
an athlete on the field or an actor on
stage. Sacks added: “No one wants to
think your videos are amateurish or
slopped together using cheap gear.”
• Wireless Microphone Package Audio is crucial if you’re recording

interviews. Talking with the coach
about that stud three-point shooter in
an empty locker room after the game?
Without a good lav mic, your audio
will sound amateurish at best. Spend
a bit more on a high-quality microphone. Your audience will thank you.
• Steady Tripod - There are situations
where shooting on sticks simply won’t
work (sidelines of a football game,
tight quarters in a classroom, passenger side of a stock car). However, there
will be more times than not that you’ll
want a good tripod with a fluid head
to capture your footage. If you can
find a tripod system that allows you to
raise your perspective up and down at
extreme angles, that’s ideal.
• Three Light Kit - The basic lighting
package any video person needs has
to include three lights. Sure, you can
get by with one or two. But lighting
your subject with a key light, fill light,

SynthEyes

3-D Match-Moving and Stabilization

Beyond the Highlight

Sports videography is certainly a valuable skill,
but so is directing film talent and indie film actors.
Being able to pull out the natural feel of a scene
and capturing it on film is an amazing skill that
can serve as a launching pad for both talent and
director. Aspiring talent need to share their abilities with casting directors, agents and other directors in order to get in the door for auditions.
In the olden days (translated as five years ago)
a headshot and list of roles were good enough
to get you in the door. Nowadays, if on-camera
talent, musicians, and indie film actors don’t have
an online reel showing the depth of their skills,
they may not even get a second glance. The real
money for video producers is in taking the existing content that talent have and directing video
reels that decision makers will want to watch.
“I submit my reel to virtually every role,” said
Ed Deraney in an e-mail to Videomaker. Deraney
has worked on shows like NBC’s Boomtown, as
well as several short films. “I’m positive the video
has played a role in getting an audition, or not
getting it.”
Deraney said that a professionally produced
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New Features
Monthly
“A high-end tracker for a
price even us little guys can afford”
Why not step up to real professional power with SynthEyes:
object tracking, stereo, texture extraction, and over 20
different exports. Watch our many video tutorials, and try
our shots and yours using the free SynthEyes demo.
Applications: virtual (green-screen) sets, set reconstruction
and extension, stabilization, CG character insertion,
product placement, face & body capture, head
replacement, talking animals.
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by T erry O ’ R ourk e
and backlight will give your productions a level
of professionalism that every paying client
deserves. Consider a kit that comes with additional lights to serve as accent lights, allowing
you to splash color and light in the background
for depth and an added aesthetic element.

Striking a Deal

Having all the essential
forms signed by the
appropriate parties
protects both you and
your client.

FIGURING OUT HOW MUCH YOU
SHOULD CHARGE FOR YOUR SERVICES SHOULD BE DETERMINED ON
A CASE BY CASE BASIS.
get a few bucks here, and a few bucks there, isn’t
that better than nothing? Check out Videomaker’s
free Video Rate Calculator online. It’s a good place
to start when considering what to charge.

Helping the Star Shine

When editing your talent videos, stay away from
unnecessary graphics, wipes or transitions. It’s
not about you and your editing program. At the
end of the day, a college coach, casting director,
or record label executive isn’t going to comment on how well a talent scouting video was
produced. What they want to see is the pure, unbridled potential in the individual or personalities
they’re watching. Being able to showcase those
skills in a way that allows you to continue to
produce these videos and make money doing so
is the ultimate idealistic end game for the time,
energy, and resources you’ve invested.
“We’re actors you’ve never heard of,” Derany
added. “That usually equates to being broke. We
barter, trade, work off and owe on most things
we own. A busy actor’s reel will change 2-3 times
a year, maybe more. If you’re a good at directing
indie film actors like me, and you’re fair about
price, you got me for life.”
Dave Sniadak heads up the video production division of a PR & marketing agency in Minneapolis, as well as shoots game day highlights for an
NFL franchise.
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Shooting a wide shot seems easy,
but setting up the lighting is a big
challenge. Getting all the elements
in the scene lit correctly and looking natural takes finesse.
Photos by Terry O'Rourke

Embarking down the talent scouting path can
be both lucrative and frustrating. Be sure that
you take the proper precautions to protect
your business from unnecessary expenses and
hassles. Consult with a legal professional familiar with the video production industry to help
you draft the proper documents, releases, and
contracts you’ll want to have signed before ever
pressing record.
Every project needs to include an agreed
upon Statement of Work (SOW). Without this,
you shouldn’t start any project. The SOW allows the client to know what you plan to do for
them, while also protecting you against extra
work slid in at the last second. Having a signed
agreement stating what your client will get for
your services also demonstrates forward thinking initiative, which shows that you’re organized, prepared, and professional.
Appearance and Location Release Forms
protect you against your talent from seeking
compensation from your hard work, based on
income you receive from your work. While the
point of a talent scouting tape is to ultimately
land the subject a great opportunity, it also
allows you to use their likeness for personal
and professional gain. By agreeing - up front that all parties agree to use the footage for the
intended use will protect everyone when the
footage arrives in front of its’ end consumer.
Additionally, signing a contract that outlines
the work to be performed and obligations
by the clients to uphold their end of the deal
protects you when someone tries to sidestep

Lighting Wide Shots

paying for the video. While this seldom happens,
you can never be too cautious.
Finally, figuring out how much you should
charge for your services should be determined on
a case by case basis. Many of my industry colleagues will say you should post an hourly or day
rate on your promotional collateral. While this
is fine for “show and tell” purposes, at times, a
client may not have the money you’re asking for
a project. Ask yourself this: did you spend all that
money to have your gear collect dust in the corner
because your hourly rates are too high? If you can

Imagine an assignment that requires
you to capture an entire room without
panning the camera or taking cutaway
shots. Doesn’t sound too difficult until
you arrive and discover that the room
is too dimly lit for decent video and
it’s incredibly large. You can rely on
the ambient light and turn up the gain
and get marginal results or you can
bring in your kit and light it yourself.
The problem with large rooms is
they usually require very wide shots
and your lights have to cover so much
space. This can be one of your most
challenging assignments, particularly
when your producer or director thinks
that the larger the room the easier it
is to shoot. This is common scenario
so it would be a good idea to gain an
understanding of how to approach
this wide angle lighting problem.

Big Rooms – Big Headache

A wide shot can be in a large hotel
lobby or it can be a small kitchen
that you might find in an urban walkup. Either way, you are required to
produce good results with natural
appearing lighting. In many situations, your greatest asset is also your
greatest nemesis, because not only
do your lights illuminate the area but
they often get in the way, and with
larger rooms your lights are farther
away from the subject. One of the
problems with artificial lighting such
as florescent lighting or incandescent
lamp fixtures in a building, or artificial lighting you create, is the light
falloff. The intensity of the light emitted from a fixture attenuates at a very

fast rate. That’s why interior lighting
designers specify so many lights in
their designs and why exterior lighting designers put so many lights in
parking lots.
Walk into a well lit office and you
will see dozens if not hundreds of
smaller fixtures evenly spaced on the
ceiling. Drive by a new car lot and
you'll see it teeming with tall, evenly
spaced lighting structures.
A properly lit room can be dramatic
with nice shadows and sharp specular highlights but is still functional.
A high-end restaurant usually has
dramatic, contrasty lighting but you
can always see well enough to get
around. Lighting designers could just
mount a few huge lights at each of
the four corners of the space and let
everyone near the light fixtures painfully endure the intensity of the lights,
while the people in the center of the
space live in the dark. Designers have
discovered through experience that a
few high powered lights don’t work
well when lighting large spaces. It
produces very contrasty lighting.
Very brightly lit areas and too dimly
lit areas in the same space can be
tolerated by humans due to our ability
VI D EO MA K ER >>> FEBRUA RY 20 13

to see in many lighting situations but
it can be exhausting to spend any time
in such lighting conditions. Contrasty
lighting is uncomfortable, but our
eyes are so adapted to seeing in these
situations, all we need are sunglasses
to reduce the dynamic range. Our
camcorders are much less forgiving
and can only record very compressed
lighting dynamics.
As a videographer you must learn to
recognize dynamic lighting situations
and adjust your camcorder or alter the
camera's controls to accommodate
its limits. One way to avoid contrasty
lighting is to select what you choose to
record, like not including windows in
your shot or avoiding areas that are in
direct sunlight and have deep shadows. You can also shoot when the sun
has set and the dynamics of the outdoor light and indoor light are more
closely matched. Finding the golden
hours near sunset can always help you
deal with sunlight.

Dramatic and Natural

With event videography you can’t
always choose when or where to
shoot and frequently you must bring
in your own lighting, which shouldn't
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Figure A. Dispersing light is the name of the game in wide
shots. By getting even lighting throughout the set you'll
clearly establish a space for your subjects.

be too difficult, but there are times when it
seems that everything conspires to foul up your
day. Wide shots, whether in a large, dimly lit
room or a small, high contrast room can be
very difficult.
As mentioned earlier, the lighting found in
parking lots and large offices have two things
in common. They both have lots of evenly
spaced smaller fixtures and the lighting is
placed so it comes from above and that can be
your key to successful video lighting. When
you place several smaller lights in a scene you
eliminate the effects of rapid light fall-off from

Window

Lights on 7' stands

one light, and you produce a more natural
evenly lit scene, and the way to do that is to
use whatever lamps, fixtures and windows that
are already present. Whether you use a boom
to light from above or use bounce lighting
you're aiming for better distribution of light
across the entire space.
Figure A shows a large room in the foreground
and a similar room in the background. Both
have large windows on the right and absolutely
no overhead lighting in the ceiling. The lamps
were pretty much useless for adding light, and
anything that was not exposed to the window

Back Cabinet

Sofa
Blue Gel

Fireplace

Blue Reflection
Sofa
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Figure B. Imitating daylight and natural light
sources is a great way to light wide scenes.
The addition of blue provides some daylight
qualities.
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Mantel

light was too dark. Here the light
falloff from the window was pretty
intense so the wall on the left with
the picture on it was much darker
than the back of the red sofa on the
right of the set. The ceiling was an
obvious feature of the room so that
had to show well and the overall
ambience was very soft.
The best way to retain the design
of this room lighting was to place
several small powered lights around
the room and several higher-powered
lights behind the camera. The key
here is to not overpower the existing light but to accommodate it, to
respect it’s beauty and accentuate it.
You should work with what you have
and not over-light the shadows. The
smaller lights were mounted on background stands pointed slightly down
and evenly placed behind the sofa on
the right side wall along the entire
length of the room.
On the wall between the built-in
cabinet and the painting you can see
the effects where the light is brighter
just above the sofa. It’s not natural
FullPageAD_NEWTemplate.indd 48
but it looks good and separates the
wall from the sofa. Whenever you
see a well lit set you can carefully
look for hints of how the lighting
director lit the room and this is an
obvious hint.
If you look into the other room
you can see the same effect along
that wall, too. As for the larger lights
they were simply spread out along
the wall behind the camera and
pointed facing backwards into the
wall where they picked up the nice
warmth of the painted walls and
reflected it right back into the room.
You can see the warm reflection
in the corner of the table leg facing the camera while the leg to the
right shows a bluish reflection from
the window. Once again using these
hints can help you figure out how
the set was lit. The other room was
lit the same way only the lights were
placed in the right and left corners
of the room. All of these lights were
basically fill lights while the main
lights were from the windows.

Scrims and Spill Working Together

Figure B shows how lots of smaller
lights placed all round the room can
create an interesting effect while
remaining natural and treating each
detail in a unique way. In this room
there were only lights from the existing fixtures and they were mounted
in the ceiling and provided very little
light but they provided nice highlights
after the room was ready for shooting.
The entire mantel is softly lit.
Placed along the left of the set
were several 8-foot by 10-foot scrims
hanging from booms with several
high powered lights behind them.
This provides the overall lighting for
the mantel. One of those lights was
gelled blue and moved closer to the
scrims (about two feet) and created
the blue reflections along the right
of the mantel while the others were
about eight feet from the scrims and
created a nice soft wall of light. Since
most of the lights were far from the
scrims, they spilled over into the
room providing the splashes of light
seen along the ceiling and a little
spill-over seen along the back of the
sofa in front of the set. A raw light
was placed to the left of the set to
provide the highlight on the sofa in
the back of the set. One large scrim
was placed on the wall to the side
of the fireplace to provide the soft
reflections on the cabinets at the
back of the set. The lighting behind
that cabinet is the existing lighting as
found in the room. The ceiling lights
provide the warm highlights on the
back sofa and the mantel.
Most serious video producers have
at least one reliable light, and many
more have a three-point kit. You might
not own all this extra equipment but
it’s possible to find these at a lighting equipment rental store and some
theater rental houses.
Terry O’Rourke specializes in retail advertising photography and videography for clients worldwide.
For comments, email: editor@videomaker.com,
use article #15652 in the subject line. You can
comment and rate this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/article/15652
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Consumer Video Editors
Not all video editing software
is created equal. We give you
the skinny on the best beginner
and intermediate video editing
solutions.

This is the right time for the video
editor. A few years ago, it really looked
like all that consumers wanted to do
was to shoot cute little clips of kittens
and post them directly to YouTube,
without all the fuss and bother of
transferring to a computer for manual
editing. But it turns out that we humans do have a deep creative itch, so
that it can be quite fun and satisfying
to shape a collection of video clips
into our own movie story, to share
with appreciative family and friends.
As a result, editing software brands,
including Adobe, Corel, CyberLink,
Nero, MAGIX, Pinnacle, Roxio and
Sony Creative Software have responded with a fresh crop of video
editing applications for Windows. (On
Macs, Apple already provides iMovie
as part of its iLife suite, and the Adobe
Premiere Elements family is fully
available on both platforms.) These
are now well-established names,
many who have been workings these
fields for more than a decade, striking
a delicate balance between simplicity
and approachability for newbie editors, versus power and capability for
more experienced users.
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This Season’s Crop Includes:

• Adobe Premiere Elements 11, leveraging Adobe’s powerful professional
tools and its bundling with Photoshop
Elements.• Sony Creative Software
Movie Studio Platinum 12, with robust
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production tools for consumers.
• Corel VideoStudio Pro X5, providing
consumer-friendly editing with strong
technology including HTML5 authoring.
• Pinnacle Studio 16 Ultimate, a major revamp of a powerful name, now
integrated with cloud sharing and the
companion Pinnacle Studio for iPad.
• CyberLink PowerDirector 11 Ultimate Suite, expanding the dominant
bundling of PowerDVD player tools
into a full-fledged media suite.
• MAGIX Movie Edit Pro 2013, continuing the focus on delivering strong
technology at affordable prices.
• Nero 12, expanding its smorgasbord
of media and disc tools built around
the venerable Nero Burning ROM.
• Roxio Creator NXT, updating the
digital media suite with PaintShop
PRO and bundling other applications
for photo and music enhancement.

Top Themes

With some generations of video editing software, the key themes are obvious. Often the focus is on making use
of new technology, as in new capture
devices - including DV camcorders,
smartphones, and DSLRs, - and new
formats like DV, MPEG, H.264/AVCHD,
V IDEOMAKER >>> FEBRUARY 2013

FLV, MOV, and even 3D formats. In
recent generations, the emphasis
has been on performance, leveraging
multi-core CPUs, graphics accelerator GPUs, and 64-bit memory access
for faster previewing and rendering.
Similarly, interface styles have varied,
with full-screen windows versus configurable panes, bright playful colors
versus dark backgrounds to help the
video pop, and user assists video
tutorials, to templates, to step-by-step
guided workflows.
Another interesting trend has been
in the cross-fertilization between
consumer and professional tools. The
historical progression has been: new
technology is established in pro tools
(as with DV and HD), and then trickle
down to the consumer software, typically as part of a higher-end premium
version of the product. However,
consumer tools often are updated on
a faster schedule, and so can include early implementations of new
features. In addition, user interface
innovations have been migrating up
from consumer to pro tools, especially
in packaging complex operations in
easier-to-use guided workflows.
For this release cycle, the new
generation of video editing software is

more incremental, driven by the need to support
a broad range of users, from novice to hobbyist to
advanced, all driven by the continued fascination
with user-generated content, and with the growth
of Media Creativity as a new category in personal
entertainment.
One key emphasis has been on enhancing
usability in response to customer feedback,
especially for newer users who want to do more
with all that video that they have been shooting,
as smartphones and digital cameras now have
even more fully integrate video. This is reflected
in cleaner interfaces without arrays of tiny tool
icons, support for separate simple editing modes
separate from a full timeline, and even more emphasis on templates, tutorials and guided editing,
especially with links to online resources for help,
more content and effects, and connections to a
community of other users sharing discoveries.
These tools also have continued the performance improvements from hardware acceleration and now multiple GPUs, and are seeing even
more impressive features flowing down from pro
tools, including 3D editing, keyframed effects,
blend modes, multi-cam editing, 4k and AVCHD
2.0 progressive formats, motion tracking, and color
correction. Some have also added new technologies
including screen recording, HTML5 authoring, and
integration with tablet-based editing.
This is indeed a bumper crop of new video editing tools, well-matured and quite tasty for both
the novice and more sophisticated palettes. They
each have a distinct lineage, and provide different
options for both your level of experience and for
the kinds of activities and special functions that
you want to perform with your videos.
Even novice users can get started easily with
entry-level tools that cost around $69, with simplified interfaces and automated assists. And yet
the basic tools still provide support for HD editing
with hardware acceleration, including import of
common formats from mobile to desktop, and
sharing to the desktop, disc, mobile, and the
Web. These tools also grow with your experience,
providing more traditional timeline editing with
impressive advanced features. Many also offer
tempting step-up versions of the products with
advanced features and additional plug-ins, for
around $99 to $129.
So take a look, consider the type of editing that
you’d like to do, and download the trial versions to
check out how this new crop of applications can
help you cultivate your video editing chops. Here

are capsule views to provide some of the flavor
and special sauce of the new products.

Adobe Premiere Elements 11

Adobe has developed its Photoshop and Premiere Elements line of consumer photo and
video applications to take advantage
of the technology and experience
from its corresponding professional tools. The Elements tools
are not for quick flyby editing,
instead they help you “edit video
using smart, automated options,
enhance your movies with proquality effects, and then share on
virtually any screen.”
The Elements applications instead
are designed for more structured use,
starting with a separate Organizer application
used to assemble, tag, and pre-process your media.
The automated assist technologies like facial recognition and clip quality analysis further reward your
efforts as you move up the learning curve.
This Premiere Elements 11 release is focused
on ease of use, with a revamped user interface
featuring a less dark look, and with the sometimesconfusing clutter of toolbars replaced by big, bold
icons. The Organizer now offers views based on
People, Places, and Events, along with a map view.
And Premiere Elements now includes a Quick
Edit mode for people who have never edited video
(in addition to Expert for advanced users). Other
technology improvements include FilmLooks to

THIS PREMIERE ELEMENTS 11 RELEASE IS FOCUSED ON EASE OF USE, WITH A REVAMPED USER
INTERFACE FEATURING A LESS DARK LOOK.
match popular movie styles, slow- and fast-motion
effects, and Photoshop-inspired blending modes to
enhance clip colors and textures.
Adobe Premiere Elements 11 and Photoshop
Elements 11 are available for $100 each, or bundled together for $150. The Organizer is included
with both applications.

Sony Creative Software Movie Studio
Platinum 12
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Sony Creative Software has suites both for
professionals (anchored with Vegas Pro), and for
consumers. The home studio product family in-
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cludes Movie Studio Platinum for video, Sound
Forge Audio Studio for audio, and DVD Architect Studio for well-rounded production. Like
the other Studio tools, Movie Studio Platinum
12 continues to be designed for more advanced
users, offering “professional-grade moviemaking,” with a standard timeline interface and a
plethora of controls and tool icons. The new
release adds 64-bit and further GPU support,
enhanced timeline workflow, and up to 20
video and 20 audio tracks.
The previous version of Movie Studio is still
available for $50, for consumers who want to
edit, enhance, and share their movies online.
The core new Movie Studio Platinum 12 then is
priced at $100 for HD editing, including video
compositing, color correction, stabilization,
and surround sound mixing. It also includes
Red Giant software’s Magic Bullet Quick Looks,
NewBlueFX 3D titling and a pair of anaglyphic
3D glasses.
The Movie Studio Platinum Suite 12, for
$125, has sound design tools in Sound
Forge Audio Studio 10, plus video effects and transitions. And the Imagination Studio 4 suite for $180 also
bundles in ACID Music Studio 9.

Corel VideoStudio Pro X5

From the introduction of CorelDRAW in 1989, Corel has assembled an impressive line of software
from WordPerfect to WinZIP, especially with acquisitions including Jasc (PaintShop Pro) and InterVideo/Ulead (WinDVD),
and as well as the recent acquisitions of Roxio
and the Pinnacle Studio line from Avid. Corel
VideoStudio Pro X5, released in March, was the
first of this next generation of consumer video
editors. Corel describes it as an “all-in-one video editor that brings together creative editing,
advanced effects, screen recording, interactive
web video, and total disc authoring.”
VideoStudio X5 has the most consumer-focused interface of this group, with a step-by-step
workflow (1-Capture, 2-Edit, and 3-Share), plus
Storyboard and Timeline views. This new version has a more flexible interface, and now supports up to 21 video or graphic tracks, plus two
title or subtitle tracks and 4 audio tracks. It also
features Instant Projects which creates complete
movies from templates, with Corel Guide access
to additional resources online.
But VideoStudio X5 also provides an impres-
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sive technology punch for more advanced users,
with screen recording and a first look at the
developing possibilities of HTML5 authoring to
generate interactive online video experiences
with hyperlinked on-screen cue and chapter
points, plus graphics and titles.
The full Corel VideoStudio Pro X5 application
is priced at $80.
The VideoStudio Pro X5 Ultimate bundle for
$100 adds high-end plug-ins from proDAD, Boris
FX, and NewBlue.

Pinnacle Studio 16

The well-known Pinnacle brand is now part
of Corel, acquired from Avid along with the
recently-developed Avid Studio consumer editor.
The new Pinnacle Studio 16 product line seems
familiar, with good-better-best editions, as well
as bundles with hardware capture devices. But
on the inside Pinnacle Studio is totally revamped
-- The new code base is built on Avid Studio,
inheriting improved editing workflows and
hardware acceleration technology, while still
retaining the flavor of the Pinnacle line, so you
can “easily create incredible movie memories in
HD or 3D.”
The new editing features for new users include a combined storyboard timeline view and
in-app video help. And more advanced users will
appreciate features including dual master/source
preview, customizable keyboard shortcuts, and
project archiving.
But the major focus is on cloud storage and
sharing, including with the companion Pinnacle Studio for iPad. The product “includes 50
GB of cloud access free from Box,” so you can
store project and clips in the cloud, to share
and access from anywhere, including editing
from a browser. You can also edit on the go
with Pinnacle Studio for iPad ($13), working
with video shot using the iPad or downloaded
from the cloud, and then you may export to
YouTube or Facebook, or move the project to
Pinnacle Studio on a PC to continue editing a
production.
The base Pinnacle Studio 16 for HD and even
3D editing is $60.
Pinnacle Studio 16 Plus, for $100, steps up
from six tracks to 24, with full editing capabilities, including simultaneous source and timeline windows, keyframe-based effects control,
customizable keyboard shortcuts, and Dolby 5.1
surround mixing.
The Pinnacle Studio 16 Ultimate bundle for

$130 supports unlimited tracks, and
includes professional Red Giant plugins from the filmmaker’s and motion
graphics toolkits, plus a green-screen
background sheet.

CyberLink PowerDirector 11

FEBRUARY 2013

scenes containing faces, motion or lens
zoom and pan -- and to help identify
shaky or poorly lit shots for correction.
The base CyberLink PowerDirector
11 Deluxe is priced at $70.
PowerDirector 11 Ultra for $100

adds significant technology including
content-aware editing, the native 64-bit
TrueVelocity 3 engine, HD disc burning,
2k/4k resolution, and 3D editing.
Then PowerDirector Ultimate for
$130 adds NewBlueFX Paint and Mo-

CyberLink is perhaps best known for
its ubiquitous PowerDVD and other
player and media tools, bundled with
top desktops, laptops, and accessories.
Its product line has seen the most
dramatic change in this generation,
bulking up to a full multimedia suite
and extending into
the professional
market, with
PowerDirector
11 for video
and PhotoDirector 4 for
digital imagery
(from $100),
plus the new
AudioDirector for
audio enhancement and restoration
($130), and even a new ColorDirector, bringing post-production video
color correction and enhancement to
consumer pricing ($130).
CyberLink emphasizes its technology roots in describing PowerDirector
11 as blending “powerful pro-level
features, intuitive functionality and affordability in a complete post-production video editing solution.” But it also
provides assistance for novice users
with the new Design Studio’s template
and style design tools for PiP (Picture
in Picture), particles, titles and menus.
The impressively powerful features
include the 64-bit TrueVelocity 3
engine that supports multi-GPGPU
acceleration (as dedicated graphics
processing units evolve to GeneralPurpose GPUs to further offload the
CPU with even non-graphics operations), and support for even greater
definition 2k and 4k resolution frames
(to 4096 x 2160).
CyberLink also has followed Adobe’s
lead in adding what it calls contentaware editing, which automatically
analyzes footage to identify important
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tion effects and three
CyberLink creative
design packs. CyberLink also offers several software bundles,
including the full
Director Suite for $300
with all four applications for
video, photo, color and audio editing.

MAGIX Movie Edit Pro 2013
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MAGIX is celebrating its 20th year of
developing multimedia software, and
is the market leader in Germany and in
other European markets. MAGIX positions itself in the market as delivering
pro technology that can be used by a
wide set of users, at affordable prices.
Movie Edit Pro 2013 is the next generation of this traditional video editor.
The new release includes an improved
user interface with quick access features, new decorative elements and
templates, plus an enhanced hybrid
video engine, new chroma key engine,
and AVCHD support.
The base MAGIX Movie Edit Pro 2013
(Classic) is priced at $70, and offers
full HD editing with 32 tracks,
as a well rounded video
editor.
Movie Edit Pro 2013
Plus, for $100, steps up
to 99 tracks, and adds
professional movie
templates. Music Editor
3.0 for audio editing and
clean-up, plus advanced
features including secondary
color correction, screen capturing,
slow-motion effects, Multicam editing
(for two cameras), effect masks, travel
route animations, and Dolby Digital
5.1 support.
The Movie Edit Pro 2013 Premium
edition for $130 (download only) adds
several extras, with NewBlueFX Video
Essentials IV, digieffects Phenomena,
and proDAD Adorage 13.

Nero 12

Nero 12 is an amazing smorgasbord
of media and disc tools, “the complete multimedia suite -- and the only
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one you’ll ever need to
burn, edit, backup, rip,
convert and play your
movies, music and photos.” Instead of building a
few integrated applications
focused in different media
types (videos, photos, audio,
discs), Nero has continued and even
expanded its approach to develop a
plethora of individual applications
dedicated to specific tasks.
Nero is best known for its
disc tools, including the
venerable Nero Burning
ROM, plus Nero Express
for quick burning and
copying, Nero BackItUp, and Nero RescueAgent to recover
damaged or corrupted
files from PCs, USB
drives and other media.
For video editing, Nero
Video is a full-featured video
editor, and Nero Recode is a separate
tool for converting video formats, for
both disc- and file-based media.
The newer Nero Kwik Media organizer can catalog,
access, sync and play
movies, videos, photos
and music.
The new Nero Video
simplifies and expands
media handling, and
adds technology including slow- and fast-motion
effects and support for
AVCHD 2.0 progressive format.
But that’s just the beginning. Nero
has chosen to make many of its
tools available for free download and
include them in the Nero 12 package. These include its audio tools,
Nero WaveEditor for audio recording
and editing and Nero SoundTrax for
digitizing and multi-track mixing, plus
other helpful tools.
The base Nero 12 collection is
available for $100 ($80 download).
The full Nero 12 Platinum suite is
$130 ($110 download), adding Blu-ray
and Blu-ray 3D playback and ripping,
V IDEOMAKER >>> FEBRUARY 2013

and a shaky video stabilizer. The individual tools also are available separately, with Nero Video 12 for $30.

Roxio NXT

Corel also acquired the Roxio business
in February, and released the next version of the Creator digital media suite
in August, as Roxio Creator NXT. This
“all-in-one” multimedia suite makes
capturing, creating and sharing life’s
moments easy and fun. The suite has
everything users need to quickly
edit and enhance photo,
video and audio projects,
and easily share their
creations on popular
social media channels,
today’s smartphones,
tablets and Ultrabooks
or on CD or DVD.
The release still
includes the core VideoWave editor, and now
supports portable devices with
faster video conversion and new device
profiles for tablets and smartphones,
and sharing online via YouTube,
Facebook, Microsoft SkyDrive, Flickr,
and Google+. But the real focus is the
bundling of additional tools, especially
for enhancing photos.
The base Roxio Creator NXT for
$100 now includes Corel PaintShop
Pro.
The full Creator NXT Pro for $130
adds Corel Paint It!, HDR Express 2
for photo enhancement, SmartSound
Sonicfire Pro 5 and iZotope Music &
Speech Cleaner for music, plus additional audio libraries.
Begin your creative storytelling by
editing video and get started. Any one
of these editing software programs
can help you do that and bring you
one step further into the wonderful
world of video production.
Doug Dixon covers digital media at Manifest-Tech.com.

For comments, email: editor@videomaker.com,
use article #15707 in the subject line. You can
comment and rate this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/article/15707

Trimming Music for Time
Wouldn’t it be great if every music
piece perfectly fit your video project? You merely drop the music
track in, and BAM! No more work.
Yeah – right!
If you’ve ever added music to a video
soundtrack you know it rarely fits. The
music is either too short or too long. If
the video must fit the music, this usually means you have to cut out content
you like or add filler you don’t like. Of
course, you could just cut the music at
the end, or tack another song on to fill
the gap, but that’s not very elegant, is
it? It’s not hard learning how to make
a video with music. With a little extra
work, you can make the music fit in
just about any situation or, better yet,
make the video fit the music.

The Too-Short Song

In most cases, you’re not actually
recording audio for video, but using
something you already have, either
from a music library or Internet
download. But what do you do if your
video is exactly 4:00 and the music is
3:20? While it’s possible to stretch the
tempo of a piece in certain audio editing or music mixing software, that’s
not what we’re looking for. For this
project, we’re going to use a simple
technique to lengthen the piece to fit
the video.
Start with your video on the timeline. Make sure you have two additional audio tracks available and place
identical copies of the music on each
track. The first copy will start at the
video start (or wherever the music
should begin). Next, slide the end of
the second copy to the end of the
video. Looking at the timeline, you’ll
see a couple of minutes of overlap between the two songs – this is exactly
what we need.

Assuming the music has a constant
tempo, zoom in on the waveforms
for both music tracks. As you listen
to the track, watch the waveform
and look for easy-to-find beats in the
music. Drums are usually best for this
since they’re the timekeepers for the
music. Your challenge is to match the
beats between the two tracks. With
some careful listening and just a little
slipping and sliding, you should be
able to do this. The music still won’t
match, but we’ll fix that next.
Once you have your beat-synced
audio tracks, listen for an obvious
transition in the music. In a pop song,
there are usually verses, choruses and
a bridge. The song has to transition

between these segments and those are
often excellent edit points. Of course,
instrumental-only music won’t be
as obvious, but if you study it, you’ll
find that it’s built the same way, just
without lyrics. The trick is to find corresponding transitions in each song
that, when cross-faded, sound natural.
Once you’ve found a potential spot,
trim each audio clip so that they overlap by a second or two, and then fade
the first clip out and the second clip
in. This takes some trial and error, but
it’s not hard and the results work well
in most instances. Don’t forget, if you
have dialog going during the music
at the transition, it can easily mask a
less-than-perfect cross fade.
Syncing your two
music tracks can be
made easy by looking
for drum beats in
the waveform. First
line them up visually,
then listen to the two
tracks together, playing close attention to
the rhythm of song.
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Editing to the beat of
a music track is much
easier when you have
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Music videos are a genre all their
own. While you may not be working on a music video production,
the same audio production concepts
apply in other situations too. A typical music video falls into one of three
basic categories: The Mini-Movie,
The Concert Video and The Art Piece.
Of course, you will see hybrids too,
but all of them share one common
thread; the visuals are edited to the
music. Music determines the length
of the piece and tempo of edits. This
may seem backward to your normal
edit, but it’s a great way to approach
a project.
With music setting the guidelines
for your edit, you have built-in pacing
for the cuts. You can choose to cut on
every beat; every two to four beats
or cut with the phrases in the music.
Using the music video template, the
verses can tell a story with narrative
shots while the choruses could contain concert footage – or vice versa.
It’s your call. Watch a few music videos and make mental notes for your
next project. If you’ve never edited

this way, you may be surprised at how
easily the visuals follow the music.

The Movie Trailer

Of course, not everyone edits movie
trailers, but they’re great examples of
matching music to visuals and visuals
to music. Pacing is everything in a
movie trailer. The editor has two or
three minutes to convince us to pay
good money to see their movie. Music
is one of the tools the editor uses to
pry open our wallets. For example,
Peter Gabriel’s song The Rhythm of the
Heat, released in 1982 is still popular for movie trailers. The pounding
drums toward the end are what set it
apart as a perfect action flick song.
Editing this way is something of a
hybrid between standard background
music and a music video. Your musical
choices are very important here and
should fit both with what the viewer
sees and what you want them to feel.
Consider a scene where parents learn
their son is missing in combat. Here,
you’re looking for music that tugs
at the heart. Alternatively, scenes of
shoot-outs, chases and general action

MUSIC MONEY
You’ve planned for the visuals in your project for weeks. You’ve rented lenses and
lighting to get that big-budget look. Maybe you’ve even hired some crew to make
the shoot go easier and faster. Finally, you nailed the edit and it looks fantastic.
Are you really going to throw that cheesy free music track in there? You know, the
one that sounds like a reject from the Napoleon Dynamite soundtrack? If you’re
going to do it right, budget for some good music. Even if you don’t have access
to a music library, several online vendors offer excellent music selection at affordable prices. An extra hundred bucks in the budget will work wonders.
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require heart-pounding music coupled
with quick edits.
The nice thing is that the music
establishes the tempo for your edits.
Working with musical beats – just like
the music video example above – allows
easy edit points. In fact, a great way to
follow the beat is to place markers on
the timeline, maybe as often as every
beat, depending on the pace you’ve
established. If the beat is prominent,
you can find it pretty quickly using the
waveform view in your editing software.
Follow the tempo and set some markers. As you edit to fit these markers, mix
it up some. Maybe one clip runs for four
beats while others are on screen for one
or two beats. It’s your choice, but your
musical choices establish the framework for the finished product.
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It’s your turn to experiment with the
editing techniques we’ve outlined.
There’s no magical music video software that automatically does this well,
so you’ll just have to do the work.
Whether you’re editing the trailer for
the next big summer blockbuster or
just throwing some music under a
training video, pay attention to the
music. It sets the tone for the project
and serves as an important quality
cue. Do it right and every project will
stand out.
Contributing Editor Hal Robertson is a digital media
producer and technology consultant.
For comments, email: editor@videomaker.com,
use article #15659 in the subject line. You can
comment and rate this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/article/15659
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TAKE FIVE

5 quick production tips
by Jenni fer O ’Rour k e

5 Reasons You Need More than Just a Camera
Although they are wonderful devices that can do amazing things, you can’t make
great video with just a camera.

A good video producer knows to carry
more than just a camera. You need to
always keep a few tools at your disposal. On every shoot you need:

1. A Plan: Because your camera can’t
create great production without a plan.
Random shots aren’t easy to edit
unless you use a calendar-type compilation. How are you going to string
all of those random shots together?
Shooting video isn’t like shooting
still photos. Every still photo should
be able to stand on it’s own. Video is
a string of frames, and 90 frames (3
seconds) doesn’t tell a story well, so
always have a plan.
2. A Stabilizing Tool: Because your
camera can’t get a stable shot by itself.
Handheld shooting is fine in many
cases, but no serious shooter is going
to make a stellar cinematic scene or
inspire awe in their productions if
the video is shaky, and small cameras
and DSLRs shake. If I’m trekking into
the hills, I’ll take a small tripod, or if
I want to really be portable, I’ll take a
small table-top device. It won’t help
me make stellar pans or dolly shots,
but for that one long-distant shot
where I’m zoomed all the way in to
climbers on El Capitan in Yosemite,
the stabilizer does the trick. Remember to keep one handy, the best tripod
isn’t any good if you don’t use it.
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3. An Audio Recorder or Mic: Because your camera can’t record good
audio from its own mic.
Camera mics have been maligned
a lot over the years and, for the most
part, they’re not bad mics - they’re just
in the wrong place. Mics sit next to the
camera lens, not to your subject, so
unless your subject is 10 inches from

64

the camera, your sound will be muddy
and weak, and other noise around
it gets picked up, too. For my hike
in the forest example above, a small
portable recorder can’t be beat. Place
it on the forest floor, walk away 10
feet, and wait for the sounds of nature
to resume after all creatures have acclimated to your presence. No camera
mechanism noise, no videographer
shuffling or breathing noise - just the
world as you intend it.
I also have made a habit to keep a
small hard-wire lavalier mic in my bag
as a backup in case my wireless mic
or recorder battery goes bad.

4. A Bounce Card, Reflector or
Light: Because your camera can’t control the light - only capture it.
New cameras can do many things:
they have GPS tracking and editing
abilities, they can fix color balance,
and make digital effects. Heck, some
cameras can even make phone calls.
(That's a joke, you know... I’m referring to mobile phones.) But one thing
a camera can’t do is control the light
going into it in every situation. You
might not always need to set up a
3-point lighting scene, and you might
not want a formal fussy shot or to
lug along a lot of gear - but a small
portable light can bail you out of an
over-shadowed scene, and a small
bounce card can do wonders outdoors. A collapsible reflector/diffusion
disc is cheap, or you can take a piece
of sturdy card stock, fold it to make it
compact, and keep it in your pocket.
5. Some Cleaning Tools: Because
your camera can’t see through greasy
fingerprints!
Your camera might have some
self-cleaning mechanism inside it’s in-

nards, but it’s up to its human handler
to keep the outside of the camera
clean. There are many good lens
cleaning kits, but remember the most
important is not to use anything that
has alcohol as an ingredient. Whereas
alcohol might not hurt your lens
glass, it can corrode the rubber linings
and some plastic parts of the camera
body. Keep a small lens cleaning cloth
handy in the pocket of your gear bag,
and clean it, too. Many camera stores
give these away, and you can get them
from an eye-glasses retailer, also. At
the very least, keep a clean T-shirt on
hand, if you have nothing else, but do
not EVER use a paper towel (ouch!),
or cotton puffs or facial tissue. These
have particles on them that can work
into the camera's gear mechanism.
Some baby wipes are good for wiping
down the outside of your camera, but
check the ingredients lists, first.
Finally - remember this: If you take
nothing away from this story, learn
this from me - I paid $500 getting my
camera serviced because of some sort
of debris that got into the body causing it to malfunction - lesson learned!
These are just a few tools to keep
with you at all times if you want to
be a serious shooter and be ready at
a moment’s notice. All together, they
don’t weigh you down too much.
You’ll be happy you had these with
you, and you’ll be on your way to
making great video using good tools.

It’s all about ME, and how the Mobile Experience is energizing the transformation of Media & Entertainment.
Second screens enhance film, television, gaming and music with interactive content and applications — and
add a new dimension to the art of storytelling.

Meeting Expectations for content that engages the viewer challenges creators to employ the latest tools
and innovations — and respond to ever-changing sets of technical requirements. Continue your
evolution at NAB Show® on all aspects of sound, picture, animation and effects. It’s a Marketplace
in North Hall:
Energized…showcasing technologies designed to streamline the production process, and keep
content fresh and profitable. Give yourself something to smile about. Register today!

Jennifer O’Rourke is an Emmy award-winning photographer & editor and Videomaker’s Managing Editor
For comments, email: editor@videomaker.com,
use article #15727 in the subject line. You can
comment and rate this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/article/15727
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